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Frances leaves behind flooding, long lines
New threat
of Ivan
grows in
Atlantic
By The Associated Press
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
Frances completed its two-day
Assault on Florida, leaving
Atorm-weary residents Tuesday
with flooding, frayed nerves and
long lines for everyday items
Audi as gas, ice and water. At
least 10 deaths were blamed on
the storm in Florida and
Georgia.
About 3 million people had
no power in Florida and more
than 40,000 more were without
electricity in Georgia because of
winds that downed trees, limbs
and power lines. Schools in 56
Georgia counties were closed
today.
The onetime-hurricane had
weakened to a tropical depression early today and was pouring up to 5 inches of rain on
south-central Georgia, with
another 2 to 4 inches possible
overnight. Several tornadoes
were reported in Georgia.
The storm caused flooding in
parts of Tampa,forcing police to
patrol streets with two amphibious tanks and close about a mile
of a busy thoroughfare. More
than 100 residents of a retirement home were evacuated in
wheelchairs AL.„flood, wawa

Red Cross
can accept
hurricane
donations

AP Photo

Mike Reed Sr., stands In the doorway of his mobile home after it was destroyed by Hurricane Frances in Fort Pierce,
Fla., Monday.
sloshed against their feet.
"I'm not scared," said
Heather Downs, who moved
into the home two weeks ago
after her apartment was badly
damaged by Hurricane Charley.
"I've been through a lot."
Residents of the Florida
Panhandle withstood the talipi-

cal storm's heavy rain and winds
of 65 mph on Labor Day, ruining the holiday weekend that
forced most of the state to deal
with the storm and its aftermath.
Along the Atlantic coast,
motorists waited for gasoline in
lines stretching up to five miles
while them was.-Msavy demand

for water, ice and basic supplies. said 64-year-old Judy Duffy, of
About 1,500 people gathered at Fort Pierce, who searched with
a Wal-Mart in Palm Beach her husband for ice and water
County while up the coast in but drove away from a distribuFort Pierce, hundreds of people tion line with an empty cooler.
stood in a line with buckets and "It's tested my patience. I'm not
ice chests on a sunny, steamy a nice person today — I haven't
afternoon.
"This has been a long haul,"
•See Page 2

Hurricane forces some to flee Sunshine State to Bluegrass State
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— A Florida
family displaced by Hurricane Frances
spent a tranquil Labor Day weekend
attending a traditional holiday festival
here.
As the hurricane barreled down on
their home in Vero Beach, Ha., Janice
Mishler, her husband, Ken, and their two
daughters headed to her twin sister's
house in Louisville. They attended the
annual Rock the Water Tower event over
the weekend.
-Our house is fine," Janice Mishler

said Sunday. "My best friend stayed in
our house because she was evacuated
from her house. We have a boat that we
don't have any news on. It was docked
out at Fort Pierce."
That city, just south of Vero Beach,
endured some of the worst storm winds.
"We don't expect to see it again," Ken
Mishler said, only half-jokingly, of his
33-foot craft. "We tied it up the best we
can and we hope for the best."
Ken Mishler flew the family to
Louisville in his private plane, fearing

for how it would have fared in the hangar
and finding it the ultimate way to beat
the evacuation traffic. The family plans
to head back to Florida early in the week.
"We're missing some shingles and we
have 3 feet of water in our back yard, but
other than that it looks like everything
survived," Ken Mishler said.
Their friend's house closer to the
shore wasn't as lucky.
"Her roof is in her front yard," Ken
Mishler said.
Another family that fled their Florida

home used the hurricane as an excuse to
travel to Owensboro to visit their son.
John and Mary Nafrady left their
Ormond Beach, Fla., home at 3 a.m.
Thursday, which helped them avoid traffic snarls. The former Owensboro couple
headed to the western Kentucky city to
see their son, John Nafrady Jr.
They didn't put any plywood over the
windows of their Florida home before
leaving."We just turned off the electricity and water and said,'We hope you're
here when we get back," Mary said.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The word implies total
cutoff of power. However in
the case of the
+
c
United Way of
Murrayalloway
County, blackout
means a time of
carrying the fundraising load
for all the agencies under its
umbrella, thus giving life to
those agencies, during its
main fundraising campaign
period of September through
November.
But in the event of a
national emergency, the rules
may tend to become clouded
as far as how people can
donate money to those causes. And it just so happens
that such a matter is happening right now as millions of
residents of the state of
Florida are dealing with the
aftermaths of hurricanes
Charley and Frances in the
past three to four weeks.
Now, another hurricane
— Ivan — is swirling toward
the U.S.
"That's an unusual case,"
said
Peg
Bill-

i ng ton,
director of
the
Mu r r a y C a l loway
Billington
c h a pter, noting that donations to
an agency involved with an
emergency of this type, such
as the American Red Cross,
can be given to those agen-

II See Page 2

Clinton surgery successful, just in time

AP Photo

Dr. Craig R. Smith, chief of the Division of Cardiothoracic
surgery at the New York-Presbyterian/Columbia
University Medical Center uses a model of a human heart
to explain to reporters the heart bypass surgery he performed on former President Bill Clinton Monday in New
York. Clinton was at high risk of a heart attack before his
quadruple bypass surgery, with several arteries well over
90 percent blocked, doctors said after the four-hour operation.

NEW YORK(AP)— Former
President Bill Clinton was
described as doing well
Tuesday, breathing on his own
as he recovers from an operation
to relieve arteries so severely
clogged that they had posed
imminent danger of a major
heart attack.
He was taken off his respirator Monday night — a crucial
step in his recovery, Bob Kelly,
a member of Clinton's surgery
team, said Tuesday.
"Everything is going very
well," Kelly said on NBC's
"Today."
Clinton underwent the fourhour quadruple bypass operation
New
York
Monday
at
Hospital/
Presbyterian
Columbia. His heart disease was
extensive, with blockages in
some arteries well over 90 percent, doctors said.
"There was a substantial likelihood that he would have had a
substantial heart attack," said
Dr. Allan Schwartz, chief of cardiology.
Doctors
called
Clinton's operation successful

and said his
return to full
health will
take weeks.
The former president also had
high blood
pressure and
may
not
Clinton
have been
adequately
treated for high cholesterol. His
doctors said he was put on a
cholesterol-lowering drug a few
days ago. Clinton was prescribed cholesterol medicine in
2001 as he was leaving office.
"These past few days have
been quite an emotional rollercoaster for us," Clinton's wife,
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton,
said in a statement. "The president's optimism and faith will
carry him through the difficult
weeks and months ahead — of
that we have no doubt."
The 58-year-old former president went to the hospital late
last week after complaining of
chest pain and shortness of

gg substantial

There was a

likelihood that he
would have had a
substantial heart
attack.

yy

— Dr. Allan Schwartz
Chief of Cardiology at
New York Presbyterian
HospitaVColumbia
breath, but doctors revealed
Monday that he'd had these
symptoms for several months.
They said he had blamed them
on lapses in his exercise routine
and acid reflux.
It was finally discovered that
the problem was his heart after
one episode occurred while he
was resting and lasted longer
than before, they said. Clinton
could leave the hospital in four
or five days.

In bypass surgery, doctors
remove one or more blood vessels from elsewhere in the body
— in Clinton's case, two arteries
from the chest and a vein from
the leg — and attach them to
arteries serving the heart.
detouring blood around blockages.
Schwartz said it would he
possible for Clinton in the future
to lead an "extraordinarily
active lifestyle" — including
hitting the campaign trail.
Dr. W. Randolph Chitwood.
chief cardiovascular surgeon at
East Carolina University and a
spokesman for the American
College of Cardiology, agreed
with Clinton's doctors that the
president had been in a dangerous state leading up to the operation.
"Within the next couple of
weeks, something was going to
happen,- he said.
Doctors delayed surgery until
Monday because Clinton was on
the blood-thinning medication

•See Page 2
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
2-5-5
8-6-2
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
8-6-2-2
2-9-5-4
Ball:
Cash
4-13-20-32 Cash Ball 28
GET YOUR LOTTO TICKETS AT
11:4
4 ._ ix Food Mart #4
1312 Maiu St.• Murray

Nobody can protect your

HOME 8 AUTO
any better than we can!
Look for us for quality Home & Auto Insurance Coverage.
low rates, attractive discounts and fast fair claims service.
Call us today!
Rerwessonng

Van Meverslock

Haverstock
Insurance Agency 1111
Makaz&
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415 tummy

Don't miss the
City-Wide Yard Sale
September 18th
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PolleeLog
Murray Police Department
•A juvenile was cited Saturday for possession of marijuana and
possession of drug paraphernalia.
• Barry L. Morrison was arrested Saturday for possession of
manjuana, possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of
a controlled substance. He also was charged with criminal mischief when a warrant was served. He also received a notice of
violation for not having working tail lights on his vehicle.
• A theft report was taken at 9:29 a m. Sunday on Southwood
Drive.
• A theft was reported at 9:54 a.m. Sunday on Farmer Street.
• A subject was reported trying to take children from Central Pa*
near the pool at 1:11 p.m. Sunday in a gray van with Florida tags.
A female suspect was in custody at 1:41 p.m. No other information was available about her.
• A burglary was reported at 8:05 a.m. Monday on South 15th
Street.
is Vandalism was reported at 10:07 a.m. Monday on Wilshire
Drive.
• A cell phone was reported stolen at 11:38 p.m. Monday from a
South Fourth Street resident.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Murray motorcyclists charged
with wanton endangerment
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BENTON, Ky. — Two
Murray men were arrested after
Marshall County law enforcement officers responded to reckless
drivers
motorcycle
Saturday.
Marshall County Sheriff's
Department deputies Nathan
Maxlow and Tim Reynolds were
dispatched Saturday to the
Purchase Parkway in reference
to two reckless motorcycle operators. according to a release
from the department.
Matthew D. Roberson, 20.
T NIL TRAY
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dent, but the recovery from sus-:
gery will take him off the stump
— at least for now — with just
two months left until the election.
More than 45,000 get-well
wishes have poured in for
Clinton, including tens of thousands of e-mails sent to the Web
site of his presidential library.
"You are surrounded by cherished family, friends and a
nation that adores you and prays
for your full and complete
recovery," wrote Toni Maryanna
Rossi. "You'll be jogging 5
miles a day in no time."

cies as long as they go to aid in the emergency itself.
"People have seen the devastation with
these storms, and they want to help, and they
should. They just need to make sure that it's
going to help those people," Billington
explained."At the same time, though, we've
got to continue taking care of our own people, too. And during this time, we don't want
to have to compete with those agencies.
"People have to understand, we're not
having this campaign for just the United
Way, we're doing it for those others, too."
Holly Webb, executive director of the
Red Cross' Murray chapter, said her
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agency's national office has refined its way thing, so we'll get
of handling private funds to help victims of together and talk about it
major events .since the Sept. 11 terrorist and determine what we
need to do," she said.
attacks of 2001.
"No longer are disasters open-ended," "We wouldn't want to do
she said, explaining that donations are anything to damage our
capped. For example, when a total reaches relationship with the
$50 million for Charley, the National Red United Way. in any way.
Cross will end donation acceptance.
We really value our rela"They'll say that's it. We don't need any- tionship with the United
Webb
more, and it'll be the same thing for Way, because we couldFrances," Webb said. "They're professionals n't do what we do withup there. They know what they're doing."
out the United Way."
Webb also said that she is in constant
Locally, donations can still be sent to the
contact with Billington when it comes to any local Red Cross chapter at the George
issue during the blackout period.
Weaks Community Center (753-1421) or by
"She may have a question about some- calling 1-800-HELP-NOW.
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•Frances ...

Tonight will be
partly cloudy.
Wednesday
will be partly
LOW:
cloudy
with
,:*
highs around
80.
Wednesday
night will be
mostly clear.

A82

Subscription Rates
All subscriptions payable in
advance. Home delivery 6 days a
week.

some damage in those years
when I was too careless about
what I ate."
He was lampooned during his
presidency for his inability to
resist fatty fast food, but he was
also an avid jogger during his
two terms in the White House.
In recent months he has
appeared much slimmer. He has
said he cut out junk food, begun
working out and adopted the
low-carbohydrate, low-fat South
Beach diet.
Clinton had planned to campaign for Sen. John Kerry, the
Democratic nominee for presi-

II Red Cross ...

HIGH:

Fax (270) 753-1927

6 months
$45.00

for more than 75 percent of
bypass patients, carries a small
Plavix, and risk of stroke and neurological
waiting
a complications.
Clinton was described as
few
days
decreased upbeat in the days before the
the chance surgery, resting with his wife
of excessive and daughter. One New York
bleeding, Post photo showed the former
president reaching for a Boggle
they said.
During game near his hospital room
the opera- window.
tion,
Clinton has blamed his heart
Clinton
Clinton's problems in part on genetics —
heart was stopped and he was there is a history of heart disease
put on a heart-lung machine for in his mother's family — but
73 minutes. That process, used also said he "may have done

From Front

WEATHER

Phone (270)753-1916

3 months
$23.00

•Clinton.

From Front

and Daniel Spiceland, 21, each
were charged with four counts
of first-degree wanton endangerment, a Class D felony. Both
were lodged in the Marshall
County Detention Center, where
they posted $2,500 cash bond
and are scheduled to appear in
district court Sept. 26,
Marshall County dispatchers
had received several calls about
two motorcycles traveling faster
than 100 mph on Interstate 24,
police said. Then an off-duty
Kentucky Dam Village park
ranger said the motorcycles
were southbound on Purchase
Parkway, swerving between
vehicles and passing dangerously.
The ranger said they passed
his vehicle, almost causing a
wreck, according to the release.
The deputies, along with a
Benton Police Department officer Jeff Daniel, established a
road block on the parkway near
Benton where they stopped and
arrested
Roberson
and
Spiceland.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
Murray
Board
of
Education will meet Thursday
at 7 p.m. at Murray High
School. The board will hear
an update on construction at
Murray Middle School, as well
as reports on the various
departments, including transportation, Head Start, special
education and curriculum.
•To report a newsworthy
note for the Town Crier, call
753-1916.
•

Yard Sale Info?
Check
Classifieds.

Do You Have Diabetes?
With MEDICARE and most PRIVATE INSURANCE
you may qualify to receive your diabetic testing
supplies delivered right to your door, postage paid
(no shipping and handling), at
LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU111
NO ONE IS TOO YOUNG OR TOO OLD TO QUALIFY

Enroll today & get back to enjoying life

800-337-4144
TOLL FREE

DIABETIC NATIONAL SERVICES COMPANY

40-

AP Photo
Beachgoers return to South Beach's sands Monday at
Miami Beach, Fla., just days after all of Miami Beach was
a ghost town because of Hurricane Frances.
Beach streets up to four feet
From Front
deep.
The hurricane did more damhad my coffee."
At a Florida Turnpike rest age to the Kennedy Space
stop in West Palm Beach, a five- Center than any storm in history,
mile line of motorists waited for ripping an estimated 1,000 extefuel. "It took a little while, but rior panels from a building
I'm glad to be here," said Greg where spaceships are assembled.
McCourt, who waited an hour to No space shuttles were inside
the building, but center director
get gas for a trip to Georgia.
Frances
charged
into James Kennedy said he feared
Florida's east coast early the damage could set back
Sunday with winds of 115 mph NASA's effort to resume shuttle
and more than 13 inches of rain, launches next spring.
Nine deaths in Florida were
ripping off roofs, smashing
boats and flooding West Palm blamed on Frances, including a

FALL
READING
PROGRAM
For Children K-6

Nightly at 7 p.m.
Evangelist Steve Hale

0Youth Pizza Blast
For all 6th - 12th graders
Wednesday at 5:30 p.m.

Locust Grove Baptist Church
1871 Locust Grove Rd., Murray, 753-9550
wvvw.LocustGroveMurray.org

end. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency was ready
to distribute 1.5 million gallons
of water and 1 million meals.
Businesses in Miami Beach
tried to return to normal Monday
night as convertibles cruised
trendy Ocean Drive with their
tops down and pedestrians
dressed to party crowded the
sidewalk.
"It kind of just put a damper
on the holiday spirits," said J.
Christian Enyart. manager the
Clevelander, a popular art deco
bar.
While Frances headed out of
Florida, residents kept a wary
eye on another powerful storm.
Ivan, the fifth hurricane of the
year, had sustained wind of near
110 mph and was centered 140
miles
south-southeast
of
Barbados in the central Atlantic.
Forecasters were not certain
whether it would strike the
United States, but after a month
of damage from Hurricanes
Frances and Charley, many
Floridians loathed another
impending storm.
"We need it like we need a
hole in the head," said 93-yearSamsel
of
Harold
old
Hutchinson Island, who was
waiting to go back to his apart,
ment for the first time since
Frances. "I don't even know if
I've got anything to go back to."
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yecare Speaalti
*Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Disease & Injuries
*Budget & Designer
Eyewear
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Labor Day
Crusade
Sept. 5-8

grandson and a former son-inlaw of Florida State University
football coach Bobby Bowden,
who died in a collision on a rainslippery highway.
And in Georgia, officials said
an 18-year-old woman died
Monday after the car she was
riding in hydroplaned and overturned during the storm. There
were two earlier deaths in the
Bahamas, where Frances forced
thousands from their homes.
The storm's broad bands
pushed across Florida to enter
the gulf north of Tampa, its path
crossing some of the area hit by
Charley, which killed 27 people
in Florida last month and caused
an estimated $7.4 billion in
insured damage.
Florida Chief Financial
Officer Tom Gallagher estimated Frances' damage at up to "a
couple of billion dollars," while
Germany's Munich Re, the
world's largest reinsurer, said
the overall insured damage
caused by Frances so far is
between $5 billion and $15 billion.
President Bush expected to
survey damage in Florida on
Wednesday, and was asking
Congress to approve $2 billion
for "urgent needs" stemming
from Charley and Frances.
Some schools were planning
for classes to resume after serving as shelters during the week-

Program provides children with positive reading experiences
*Enhances reading skills
*Develops reading comprehension, vocabulary, oral reading or study skills
*Provides assistance with learning to read
Deadline to apply is September 20th.
Cost is $90.
(Fees can be reduced based on financial need)
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR

To ENROLL CALL

270-762-2500

NOAA/AP Photo:
Hurricane Ivan, bottom right, and Tropical Storm Frances,
top left, are shown in this NOAA satellite image taken at
1:15 p.m. EDT., Monday. Frances plowed ashore on the
Florida Panhandle on Monday, its second U.S. landfall
after causing flooding and tearing up homes and boats,
across the center of the state. About 6 million people lost
Power and at least four people were killed. Meanwhile,following Florida's bouts with Frances and Charley, Ivan had
become the fifth Atlantic hurricane of the year, growing
rapidly to a Category 3 storm. At 2 a.m. EDT, Ivan was
about 360 miles east-southeast of Barbados with top sustained wind decreased slightly to near 115 mph. A hurricane center projection showed it could reach the
Dominican Republic by Thursday.
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PURCHASE,ZERO DOWN!
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
*Steady income history
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•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
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Obituaries
John Ralph Clad(

Bradley Travis Jones

John Ralph Clark, 85, Calvin Wilson Road, Hazel, died Sunday,
Sept. 5, 2004, at 8:09 p.m. at his home.
A retired carpenter and farmer, he was employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company for 10 years.
He also owned a sawmill. He was a member of
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons and of Glendale Road Church of
Christ. He was a veteran of World War II.
He was married Dec. 19, 1936, to the former
Cova Lassiter, who died Jan. 20, 1991. Also
preceding him in death were two sisters, Myrtle Clark Wilson and
Maxine Clark. Born April 21, 1919, he was the son of the late John
Lunnie Clark and Rena Lamb Clark.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Faye Wells and husband,
Martin, and Mrs. Millie Elkins and husband, Sam, all of Murray;
three grandchildren, John Lee and wife, Pam,Evansville, Ind., Steve
Wells and wife., Randi, Charleston, S.C., and Lori Vogel and husband, John, Charlton, N.Y."; six great-grandchildren, Ashton Lee,
Jackson Wells, Addison Wells, Madeleine Vogel, Claudia Vogel and
Isabel Vogel.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. John Dale and Alan Martin
will officiate. Congregational singing will be led by Alan Martin.
Pallbearers will be Terry Housden, Wayne Turner, Billy Joe
Kingins, Bobby C. Stubblefield, Danny Pittman, Grundy Falwell,
Bob Spiceland and Franklin Rogers. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8:30 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
'.Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071 or Glendale
Road Church of Christ, 1101 Glendale Rd., Murray, Ky., 42071.

The funeral for Bradley Travis Jones was Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Elijah Balentine
and the Rev. James Keeling officiated and singers from Dexter
Pentecostal Church sang.
Pallbearers were Ned Jones, Glenn Leftwich, Larry Eldridge and
Fuzzy McDermott, active; Delmar Jones, Daryl Gentry, Derrek
Gentry, Sammy Puckett and Jerry Higgins, honorary. Burial was in
the Matheny Cemetery in Trigg County.
Mr. Jones, 23, Van Cleave Road, Murray, died Friday. Sept. 3,
2004, at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was born May 22, 1981, in Murray.
Survivors include his grandmother and legally adopted mother,
Mrs. Dora Jones, Murray; his mother, Mrs. Cathie Jones Mitchuson,
and one sister, Amber Nicole Mitchuson, both of Benton; special
uncle, Bert Jones, Murray; other aunts and uncles, Alton Jones, Ned
and Teresa Jones, Delmer and Shirley Jones, Larry and Izetta
Eldridge, all of Murray, Archie and Brenda Joyce, Mesquite, Texas,
and Fuzzy and Loretta McDermott, Benton; several cousins.

Dr. James Jesup Crouch Jr.

Dr. James Jesup Crouch Jr., 83, Glasgow, father of Dr. Richard
Crouch of Murray, died Wednesday, Sept. 1, 2004, His death %,vas
from injuries sustained in an automobile accident on Interstate 65,
south of Elizabethtown.
In 1938, he entered Western Kentucky State
College (now Western Kentucky University) in
Bowling Green for pre-veterinary studies. In
1941, he enrolled at Ohio State University
College of Veterinary Medicine. He served in the
Army specialized training program of Veterinary
Corps. After graduation from Ohio State, he
interned at LaCenter under Dr. W.M. Coffee.
In 1945, he moved to Glasgow, where he
founded the Animal Clinic on West Main Street.
Lena M. Taylor
He helped organize the South Central Rural
Lena M. Taylor, 89, Murray, died Monday, Sept. 6, 2004, at 5:20
Crouch
Telephone Cooperative and served a four-year
p.m. at her daughter's home in Melber.
Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield is in charge of arrangements. term as its first president. He served as president of Kentucky
Veterinary Medical Association in 1966 and was named Kentucky
Veterinarian of the Year in 1974. He retired in 1995 from veterinary
Ryan Keith Carlton
practice.
-Ryan Keith Carlton, 31, Hudson, Fla., died Friday, Sept. 3, 2004.
In 1998, he founded By-products for Cattle and traveled across
His death was from injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident in Kentucky and Tennessee helping cattle farmers increase productiviTampa, Fla.
ty with a cost-effective nutritional supplement for beef and dairy
He was the owner and president of Carlton Roofing, Inc., cows. Dr. Crouch served as an elder and trustee of Glasgow First
Hudson. He attended elementary, middle and high school in Grove Christian Church, Glasgow.
City, Ohio, and Tampa, graduating in 1991 from Franklin Heights
Born March 31, 1921, in Elkton, he was the son of the late James
High School in Grove City. He served as worship team member and Jesup Crouch and Margaret Hollins Crouch.
youth leader at Gulf Coast Worship Center, New Port Richey, Ha.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elsie Crouch, to whom he had
Preceding him in death were his maternal grandparents, Larry been married for 60 years; one daughter, Mrs. Mary Louise Sawyer
and Gladys Preston.
and husband, James, Albemarle, N.C.; four sons, John Crouch and
Survivors include his mother, Becky Carlton; father and step- wife, Kay, Louisville, Dr. Richard Crouch and wife, Cheryl, Murray,
mother, Glenn and Sharon Carlton; one daughter, Kelsey Carlton; and Tom Crouch and wife, Dianne,and Joe Crouch and wife, Kathy,
one brother, Chad Carlton; one sister, Lisa Carlton; paternal grand- all of Lexington; two brothers, Billie T. Crouch and wife, Nancy,
parents. Robert and Frances Carlton, formerly of Murray, Ky.; his and David Crouch and wife, Georgia, all of Elkton; one sister, Mrs.
fiancée, Monica Velez and her son,Jonathan; one stepsister, Jennifer Virginia McKee, Franklin, Tenn.; nine grandchildren; numerous
Horman; two stepbrothers, Doug and David Baer; two uncles, Mike nieces and nephews.
Preston and Keith Carlton; one aunt, Melanie Carlton; two nephews,
Visitation will be at Hatcher & Saddler Funeral Home,Glasgow,
Todd and Ryan Carlton; cousins, Robert and Leah Carlton.
from 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday and at First Christian Church, Glasgow,
The funeral will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Boyer from I to 2 p.m. Sunday. A memorial service will be at 2 p.m.
Funeral Home, 124 W. Second St., Waverly, Ohio. Darrell Sunday at the church. Burial will follow in the Glenwood Cemetery,
Pinkerton, minister, and Tyler Williams, youth minister, will offici- Elkton.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the building fund at
ate. Burial will follow in the Mound Cemetery, Piketon.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in memory of Ryan Keith First Christian Church, Glasgow, or to the Mary Wood Weldon
Carlton to Gulf Coast Worship Center, 10534 Little Road, New Port Memorial Library, Glasgow. Online condolences may be sent at
www.hatchersaddler.com.
Richey. Fla., 34654.
•••••••

Fordice alb at 70 NRA endorses Null
JACKSON, Miss.(AP)Former Gov. Kirk Fordice, a
no-nonsense
hard-nosed,
businessman who became
Mississippi's first Republican
governor in more than 100
years, died Tuesday of
leukemia. He was 70.
Fordice, who had battled
prostate cancer while in
office, confirmed in August
that he had been diagnosed
with a form of leukemia. He
.- died at the University of
t
' 'Mississippi Medical Center
in Jackson. A self-made milJionaire through his Fordice
'Construction Co., Fordice
,‘:upset incumbent Democrat
::- Jay Mabus in 1991 to
.
. -laecome Mississippi's first
.. -

Republican governor since
Reconstruction.
Fordice
served as governor from
1992-2000. becoming the
first Mississippi chief executive to succeed himself.
Despite controversies over
his comments on race and
other issues and his private
life, the silver-haired grandfather only seemed to grow
more popular with conservative Mississippians even
though his agenda of tax cuts.
school choice and term limits
stalled in the Democrat-controlled Legislature.
He was successful in
pushing
for
spending
restraints, tougher sentencing
laws and more prisons.

The
National
Rifle
Association
has endorsed
Dennis Null's campaign for the
First District State Senate seat.
In a letter dated Sept. 1, NRA
Legislative Liaison Darren
LaSorte told Null, "You have
earned an 'A' rating form the
NRA-PVF (Political Victory
Fund). Your endorsement and
rating will be communicated to
all NRA members statewide."
Previously endorsed by the
Kentucky
Education
Association and the major labor
unions, Null said he was gratified by the confidence the
endorsements indicated.
'These endorsements mean a

lot to me," he said."I'm a proud
Democrat, but I'm a conservative Democrat and the NRA
endorsement tells
me that my message is being
understood."
•
Null, 58 is
running against
Murray
Republican Ken
Winters for the
Null
seat that oversees
the district of Calloway ,
Carlisle,
Fulton,
Graves,
Hickman, Lyon and Trigg counties. Current State Sen. Bob
Jackson, D-Murray chose not to
see re-election.

AP Photo
President Bush, right, greets supporters after speaking at
a campaign rally Monday in Poplar Bluff, Mo.

Kerry launches
attack on Bush
problem of outsourcing jobs
By The Associated Press
Hitting President Bush on the would eliminate rules allowing
issues ofjobs and the war in Iraq, companies to defer paying taxes
Democratic presidential candi- on income earned by their foreign
date John Kerry is moving subsidiaries until they bring the
aggressively in the face of polls profits back to the United States.
showing his candidacy lagging.
Kerry says the elimination
Campaigning
in
North would ensure that American comCarolina, a state hurt by job loss- panies will be taxed on their fores, Kerry says he would end tax eign subsidiaries' profits just like
breaks for companies that out- they are taxed on their domestic
source overseas.
profits.
'"Because of George Bush's
-He's actually encouraging
wrong choices, this country is the export of American jobs,"
continuing to ship good jobs Kerry said of Bush's support for
overseas-jobs with good wages the current rules.
and good benefits," Kerry said in
The president's plan for dealremarks prepared for use ing with job losses is through job
Tuesday. The attack on the eco- training, increased funding for
nomic front comes a day after community colleges and creation
Kerry leveled harsh criticism of -opportunity zones" of
over the war in Iraq, declaring reduced taxes.
that the president had sent U.S.
Bush, taking his message to
troops to the "wrong war in the Missouri, says the jobs picture is
wrong place at the wrong time."
improving, largely due to his tax
Bush dismissed Kerry's cuts which he said have helped
remarks on the war as yet another push down the unemployment
switch in position by a senator rate to 5.4 percent.
who originally voted to give the
The economy "is strong and is
president the authority to act in getting stronger," he told a Labor
Iraq."No matter how many times Day crowd in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
Senator Kerry changes his mind,
Political analysts point to one
it was right for America then and potential problem for Kerry in
it's right for America now if Missouri - lingering bitterness
Saddam Hussein is no longer in in the Democratic Party's ranks
power," the president told sup- over a primary election that oustporters in Poplar Bluff, Mo.
ed incumbent Democratic Gov.
Kerry's plan to deal with the Bob Holden.

-RACEWAY AUTO SALES
Corner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270-753-9586

88 Mazda K Cab Truck. Local

$2,100

91 Toyota Corrella. Red. Sharp

$1,450

90 Nissan Stanza. Nice

S1.650

92 Dodge Caravan. 2 Owner

$2,100

93 Jeep Cherokee 4x4

S3.500

96 Olds Cierra. V-6

S1.900

95 Buick LeSabre: Loaded

53.200

95 Nissan 200SX. Red. Sharp

S2.500

93 Saturn. Auto AC
91 Geo Prism: 1 Owner

•S2.000

92 Ford Fiesta. 50 mpg

$1,300

.94 Chevy Truck SWB

S3.900

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
"We Service All Brands'
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

Philip Klapper, N.B.
- Hearing Aids - No Referrals Required 759Appoklment
Cdi tor .
, OM

Smart drivers have
Shelter on their team.

SER ALL
• Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT

pnces as of 9 a.m.
HopFed Bank* ............16.18 - 031
IBM........_......__..._......85.12+0.73
Intel ---.--....-.---......20.13
.16.98 - 0.07
Kroger
16.95 + 0.03
Mattel
McDonalds ...
_.-27.28 - 0.48
Merck -------.....45.74 + 0.26
.27.28 + 0.17
Mkrasort
.3949 + 0.46
J.C. Penney
Pensico. Inc...----.--50.91 +11.87
..-3L818 +11.23
Mei% Inc.
-32.110+ 0.15
Regions Financial
+11.15
kilning-Plough
-AL15+0.31
Sears
16.09 + 0.05
Time Warner
+ 0.16
US Bancorp

Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 10334.67 + 74.47
Air Products ....................55.03 + 0.12
.83.18 + 0.78
Anthem...........................83.18
+ 0.07
AT&T
40 00 + 0 14
BB&T
27.47 + 0.41
Bell South
_78.97 + 0.91
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 23.81 + 0.10
_74.96 + 1.40
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 9&70 -1.07
42.54 + 0.26
Daimler Chrysler .
Dean Foods ......____-_37.14 + 0.19
Exion-N1obil.--.._-. -46.72 - 0.34
Ford Motor .............._ l439 +
General Electric ............-33.28 + 0.44
General %%tors....--.--43.01 + 0.48
GlaxoSmithKline ADR A0.65 -0.72
32.61 + 0.43
Goodrich
1179 +11.12 Wal-Mart
Goodyear
Court Square, Murray, KY 42071
.270-753-3366•800-444-1854
- 'Hours. 8:00 2.m.-600 p.m. M-F

tr

Lyons is a made awakes ,n Ns stock
"P‘ritstd
.•osr-pare unchanqed
Additional manonanon assalabla on request

-030

HIUJARD LNICINS
/J.& HILLIARD, W.L LYONS, INC.
MOAN WM YORK STOCA 1304AWM AND SPC

$1,450

Seamless Gutter Company

Stop Fall Leaves
Before They Stop You Up!
WE WANT TO HELP!
During the Month Of September
6" Gutter with Leafproof

10% Off

You don't have to race stock cars to know that reliable
auto insurance is as important to you car as a good
mechanic. Plus Shelter's great rates run circles around
the competition.
Roll into your Shelter agent's office for a quick
diagnostic on your auto coverage. You'll be back
on the road in no time.

Fall leaves can clog your gutters and
downspouts and may lead to millions of
dollars in damage to homes this year.
_.4,0nq
• Z\e,o\'''

"The Sante Company
You Have Trusted
Since 1963"

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

Ce#
%tit°Croy
P
'
,ate

(270)753-6433• 1-800-264-1433
1604 St. Rt. 121 North,
Murray, KY
wwvi.servallpestcontroi corn

04ttVALgoll•

SHELTER

WWW

shelterinsurance.com

Seek Shelter Today!
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'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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'Career planning
can be an art
The first time I was asked to participate in a career day. I sat
next to a banker, an accountant and an attorney. Across the
room were an insurance agent, a health care administrator and a
computer technician. Other professions were represented, but I
don't recall all of them. My placard said Writer.
Each presenter commandeered a small
table in the cafeteria. High school students
had signed up in advance for 10 minutes of
our time. We were supposed to share the
secrets of our success one-on-one, close
encounters of a terse kind.
Armed with lists of questions, the kids
took notes as we talked. At the sound of the
buzzer, they were supposed to move on to the
next scheduled interview.
Since there were not many candidates for
Main
careers in writing. I had plenty of time to
Street
eavesdrop on the other'sessions. The banker
By Connie
droned on about consolidation in the finanAlexander
cial industry. The attorney reviewed the ins
and outs of passing the bar. The computer
technician itemized the benefits of PC over
Mac. It was about as exciting as watching
paint dry.
That event sparked my one-woman effort to get schools'
career days to include the arts. Even in our own rural region,
there are plenty of professional artists who are making a living
doing work that inspires them and enriches the community.
Potter Wayne Bates is a good example of an artist who
applies sound business principles and state-of-the-art technology to run and promote his Gallery 121.
Visual artist Joy Thomas is sought out by people all over the
world to paint their portraits.
Soprano Sonyjs Baker, whose Carnegie Hall recital thrilled
audiences in New York last fall, should have a cd out in the
next year.
Dancer Karen Balzer founded the Jackson Purchase Dance
Company, which provides experience in performance and choreography for would-be dancers in the region.
Robin Taffler, a visual artist and sculptor who lives in
Murray, is transforming Paducah's Yeiser Arts Center with creative marketing and imaginative exhibitions.
Ross Bolen, Calloway County native, has just returned to
Murray, after a number of years in LA. An actor and director,
Ross brings new vitality to Playhouse in the Park, where he
made his acting debut as a child.
Roy Davis, my husband, is a visual artist who makes custom
coffins and funerary urns for a living. Using a unique Website
and a wise-acre slogan — "Don't Be taught Dead Without
One" — he sells his wares from coast to coast.
Bob Valentine and Robert McGaughey have made a name
for themselves as comedians and storytellers; their creative
work has found appreciative audiences all over the country.
Pianist Richard Scott, mezzo Kay Bates, tenor Randall
Black, vocal conductor Brad Almquist and just about every
other member of Murray State University's Music Department.
past and present, have found ways to do the performing they
love in addition to teaching. The same can be said for MSU's
Creative Writing, Art and Theatre Departments.
I apologize to the many others I am leaving out, but you get
the idea.
In an ultra-competitive, worldwide economy in which individuals are apt to make between 3 and II major job changes in
a lifetime, the arts are a legitimate career choice. They cannot
be outsourced or produced offshore by the lowest bidder; and
unlike the buggy whip, the arts will never be obsolete.
The next time you read about a career fair, skim the list of
presenters and see if there are artists on tap. If not, send the
organizers a copy of this article.
You might want to underline this data from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics: By 2012. arts, entertainment, and recreation
will grow by 28 percent and add 497.000 new jobs. Most of
these new job openings will come from the amusement, gambling. and recreation sector. Job growth will stem from public
participation in arts, entertainment, and recreation activities—
reflecting increasing incomes, leisure time, and awareness of
the health benefits of physical fitness.
For more information, log on to the Web site of the U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics at www.bls.gov.Read Main Street
online at www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at constancealexander0= rharternet.

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editor@murrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must have
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you"
nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those directed toward the community as a whole, will not be accepted.
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Wishful thinking hinders war on terrorism
NEW YORK —
Vice presidential candidate John Edwards
said last weekend that
a Kerry administration
would propose a
"grand bargain with
Iran," allowing that
nation to keep its
nuclear power plants
'
only if it agreed to not
Cal
s
retain nuclear fuel for
Thoughts
bomb-making. In a
Washington Post inter- By Cal Thomas
Syndicated
view, Edwards said if
Columnist
the Iranian government agreed to this
deal, but then did not
comply, a President Kerry would
make sure that European "allies"
would join us and impose heavy sanctions on Iran.
We tried that approach with North
Korea. In October 2002, the Bush
administration disclosed that North
Korea was abrogating a deal it signed
during the Clinton administration
under which it agreed to freeze its
nuclear weapons program.
In 1994, Jimmy Carter went to
Pyongyang to negotiate that deal with
North Korean leader Kim 11 Sung, the
father of the country's current leader,
Kim Jong II. Carter, who had
expressed surprise that Soviet dictator
Leonid Brezhnev "lied to me" when
Russian troops invaded Afghanistan
in 1979, took the word of another
communist thug, only to again reveal
his limitless capacity for self-deception.
Carter and the Clinton administration thought they could make love,
not war, with the North Korean gov-

ernment by allowing it to develop
light-water reactors in exchange for
its promise not to convert nuclear
material into bombs. What made them
believe that Kim 11 Sung, and then his
son, would suddenly beat their
nuclear swords into power units?
It is this kind of wishful thinking
that presents the greatest danger to a
successful prosecution of the war on
terrorism, along with our porous borders. The Border Patrol was recently
told to be more friendly to invading,
uh, entering aliens. Have a nice day,
any killers among you.
Is our government blind to what is
happening and the invaders' intentions? Look at France, which has
allowed large numbers of Muslims
into that country. Many are now
demanding that they be granted rights
afforded no other religious group.
Two French journalists kidnapped
by Islamic extremists in Iraq have
urged the French government to give
in to their captors' demands and
revoke a law banning Muslim headscarves in public schools. Should the
French capitulate (so far they have
refused to do so), the fanatics will be
emboldened to step up their infiltration by immigration in France and the
United States until they become an
influential voting block and a bigger
terror threat.
If one visits some of the more radical Islamic Web sites (and they by far
outnumber any so-called "moderate
ones"), one sees information about
voter registration and mobilization to
alter U.S. domestic and foreign policy, particularly toward Israel, and to
gain political power for objectives
that may not serve the general wel-

fare.
Clearly not all Muslims are terrorists, or wish to hurt or bring down
America. But how can we identify
who fits this profile when the fanatics
are instructed how to "blend in" with
the rest of us until they can unleash
death and destruction? Where is the
Muslim Martin Luther King Jr. to
urge Muslims to embrace nonviolence, not jihad?
A Zogby poll conducted for the
Center for Immigration Studies shortly after Sept. II, 2001, found that 76
percent of Americans believed the
government was not doing enough to
control our borders and screen those
allowed into the country. That view
was held by self-identified liberals,
conservatives and moderates — and
by nearly identical margins. An overwhelming majority (85 percent) of
likely voters at that time thought that
lax enforcement of border and immigration laws has made it easier for
terrorists to enter the country, and
most believed it was lax enforcement
that contributed to the Sept. 11 terror
attacks.
The war will not be won by platitudes, or attempts to convert radicals
to our way of life by admitting people
into the country who mean us harm. If
we want to win this war, we must control the borders, substantially reduce
or eliminate the immigrant quota from
radical Islamic countries and find the
Islamic terrorists already here and get
them before they get us.
That's the way you fight a war. That
war we can win. Anything less is
appeasement and surrender, and guarantees defeat.

Money needed to rekindle education
FRANKFORT — Gov.
Ernie Fletcher recently called
a couple of hundred education
bigwigs — university presidents, KEA leaders, local
superintendents and school
administrators — to the
Governor's Mansion to outline a vision
of what
Fletcher
later called
"a beginning
to rekindle
the fire for
education"
at all levels.
Fletcher
called for a
Agree Or
"second genNot
eration of
By
Todd
Duvall
systemic
Syndicated
refinement"
Columnist
of the landmark 1990
Kentucky
Education Reform Act to
make certain the state's
schools are able to reach their
long-term goals under the act.
And what the governor outlined sounds very good
indeed: Expanded preschool
programs, including all-day
kindergarten throughout the
state: early diagnosis of learning disabilities: raises for public school teachers to bring
their pay up to the average of
the seyen states that surround
Kentucky as well as improved
teacher quality through university training programs.
There is. however, just one

problem. All of this will cost
money, a lot of money.
Fletcher himself estimated
that raising teacher pay to the
average of surrounding states
will cost $100 million.
Universal all-day kindergarten
won't be cheap. Better teacher
training at the state's public
universities will cost those
institutions money at the same
time they're dealing with two
years of cuts in their state
appropriations.
Fletcher's education vision
came only days after he
announced an anti-drug initiative that also sounds very
good indeed: Expanded drug
courts throughout the state, a
new agency to coordinate
drug policies and programs,
and an emphasis on treatment
for drug offenders over punitive action.
Again, where's the money?
Expanded drug courts require
judges, clerks, councilors,
office space. And while it is
indeed less expensive to treat
a drug addiction than it is to
support an addict in prison for
a couple of years, the money
for more and expanded treatment programs and the personnel to operate those programs must come from somewhere.
Presumably. Fletcher plans
to include his drug initiative
and education proposals in the
budget that eventually is
passed by the General
Assembly, probably when it

▪

•

meets for a short regular session in January, 2005.
But unless there is a radical
realignment of legislative
seats in the November election, notably Republican capture of a majority in the
House of Representatives, a
House and Senate that could
not agree on dividing scarce
state revenues early this year
isn't likely to be ready to
spread those revenues even
thinner for even the most worthy of new initiatives by the
governor.
That's especially true when
it comes to Fletcher and
Senate Republican leaders'
insistence that a reform of
state taxes be revenue neutral,
in other words the reform
does not take in more tax
money than the old tax system.
Even with a couple of hundred million dollars in unexpected tax revenues because
of the state's improved economy, that's not enough to pay
the likely cost of all that
Fletcher wants to do to fight
drug abuse and improve education.
And it certainly doesn't
make up the spending cuts
ordered by Fletcher and former Gov. Paul Patton over the
past three years.
As for saving existing tax
money through efficiencies in
state government operations,
even Fletcher. after nine

So where is the
money for
all-day kindergarten,
drug courts, competitive teacher salaries,
drug treatment
programs and early:
detection of learning
disablities coming
from?
months in office, must know
that's not going to wash.
His administration has cut
the state payroll by 1.731 jobs
through attrition since
Fletcher ordered a hiring
freeze upon taking office.
That cut in the payroll
translates into a $4.3 milliona-year saving — a pittance in
a $9 billion budget, if there
were a budget.
So where is the money for
all-day kindergarten, drug
courts, competitive teacher
salaries, drug treatment programs and early detection of
learning disabilities coming
from?
Unless the governor is
going to be known as someone who talks a good line but
doesn't come up with the
cash, Fletcher must find a lot
of money somewhere and fast.
say the next six months
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Glory Bound features
Divine Appointment

LBL plans annual clean-up

Kroger honored

The group, Divine Appointment, will be featured at Glory
Bound Entertainment Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Center.
Open Mic Time will be during the second half of the evening.
This is sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church to provide a neutral
atmosphere for Christians of all denominations to bring unchurched friends and
family to enjoy weekly entertainment. The
public is invited.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124, or
Jill Alton at 753-1592.

Jo's
Datebook

Clothes Closet will be open

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will
be open on Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon
at the church in Dexter. Linda Young, coordinator, said the closet is in need of clothing for infants through teen age. For information call Linda
Young at 437-4890.

Delta Department plans meeting
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. A luncheon will
be served by the officers, Martha Broach, Sally DuFord, Helen
Eoley and Carol Snyder.
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times Photo

In honor of the Murray Kroger's support to the
National Guard's 438th Military Police Company, the
supermarket was honored with a certificate of
appreciation by the 438th's Family Readiness Group
Wednesday. Shown are, from left, Amiee Henley,
treasurer of the Family Readiness Group; Don
Cherry, store manager of the Murray Kroger, and
Anne Adams, member of th6 Family Readiness
Group.

-Bed Hat Society will visit Quilt Museum
The Senior Moments Chapter ot the Red Hat Society will
meet Thursday at 9 a.m. at the annex of Calloway Public
Library to go to The Quilt Museum at Paducah. The chapter
is open to new members. Anyone interested in joining can
contact Paula Clark at 436-5096 or pjclark@allvantage.com.
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Numerous 4-H activities
are organizing and preparing
in September for exciting
educational events. Youth
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign Wars will meet Thursday involved in 4-H are gaining
at 7 p.m. at the American Legion Hall, Maple and South 6th four important lifelong skills
which are mastery, belonging,
Streets, Murray.
generosity and independence.
In the week to come, we
will explore these concepts
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 is scheduled to meet Thurs- more fully and provide specific examples in our community.
day at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.
Belonging is fitting in and
being accepted, by peers and
caring adults. 4-H youth gain
Members of Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's belonging as they work side
Club will be at the club house to collect histories of fami- by side with other 4-H youth
lies, businesses, churches and communities, including those and their leaders. Acceptance
that no longer are in existence Thursday from 11 a.m. to 2 enhances self-esteem and
p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. This'material will be used in the book, sense of self-worth.
"The Calloway County Family History," to be published soon.
Many clubs and project
Histories may be mailed to Calloway County Family History, groups are beginning their
P.O. Box 685, Murray. KY 42071. For information call 759- efforts this month. Here is a
4938 or 753-2350.
glance of the club work and
events that are going to
make September Super.
•4-H Archery meets with
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open Larry Benton on Thursdays
the 2004-2005 club year with a luncheon on Thursday at noon from 6:15 to 7:15 p.m. Call
'at the club house. A back-to-school light lunch will be served for more information.
- by the hostesses, Norma Frank, chairwoman, Betty Lowry,
•The 4-H Horse Drill
vice chairwoman, Bonnie Jones,secretary, and Helen Foley, Team will be meeting weektreasurer. Dues for the year will be collected.
ly at the Wranglers riding
Club on Mondays from 5:30
to 7:30 p.m. The team will
Murrray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Coun- have an exhibition at the 4H Round-Up on Sept. 18.
cil will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in room 103 of the school.
Lorrie Treadway is the drill
team coach and may contacted at 227-1332.
•On Sept. 14 from 3:30
Calloway County Laker Band Booster meeting will be Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the high school band room. Laker Boost- to 4:30 p.m., there will be a
ers support both the high school and middle school band pro- Record book and Honors
grams. Middle and high school parents and all interested per- Training at the Extension
office. Youth interested in
sons are invited.
learning to record books or
the honors program are
encouraged to attend.
A Divorce Recovery Support Group will be at First Pres•Teen Extreme will meet
byteriap Church starting tonight, at 6:30 p.m., led by Dr. Lee Sept. 16 at 5:30 p.m. at the
Kern who has experience and training in numerous counseling Extension office. Issues Consettings. She has a doctorate in education psychology and is ference will be discussed and
a professional Christian counselor as well as a licensed certi- applications available. We
,bed counselor. Using the resource "Rebuilding When Relationships will also plan activities for
'End," this discussion/support group will meet for six weeks the semester.
•The MMS Shamrocks
with the cost being $10 for the workbook. For more information call the church at 753-6460.

VFW Post will meet Thursday

Alpha members collecting book material

Zeta Department plans luncheon

MMS Council will meet today

Laker Band Booster meeting today

Divorce Support Group tonight

eti-

will be
organizing
Sept. 16 after
school until
4 p.m.
Donna Miller
and Stacey
Wortham are
the club
leaders.
•On Extension Sept. 18
Notes from 9:30 to
11 a.m. at
By
Ginny Harper the Expo
Center, CalCalloway
County Agent loway Counfor 4-H/Youth ty 4-H will
Development have a 4-H
Round-up to
encourage new youth and
families to join and find
their niche in the 4-H Program. 4-H membership is
free. There are costs to
being involved in project
work and being part of a
club. Refreshments will be

served and numerous leaders
will be on hand to tell about
the club or project in which
they assist.
11 Southwest Superstars
will meet Sept. 20 after
school until 4:30 p.m. Joe
Geurin will be the leader of
the club. The club will be
meeting first and third Mondays. Sept. 20 will be their
first meeting of the school
year and all interested youth,
grades 3 through 5, are welcome to attend.
•The Laker Stars will
meet at Camp WOW from 5
to 7 p.m. on Sept. 13. All
interested are welcome.
•The Millennium Mutts
Dog Club will meet on
Tuesdays, Sept. 7 and 21,
from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at the
farm of Karen Collins,
leader. Youth are to bring
dogs. For information call
Collins at 753-2294.
•The East Clovers will

Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. at the Democratic Headquarters at 800 Chestnut St., former Mazda dealership. All Democrats are welcome.
For more information call 759-9905.
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Mortgage Corporation

(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

753-5507

* BEEN TOLD "NO" B1 OTHERS?
GIVE USA CALL OR
COME BY OUR OFFICE!
* WE HAVE PROGRAMS THAT
ALLOW US TO SAY "YES"
TO YOUR HOME
PURCHASE OR REFINANCE.
* NO MONEY UP FRONT!

*Comprehensive bons for Glasse & Contact Lenses
•Treatment of Eye Infections
'Large Selection of Designer Frames and Sunglasses
•Most Insurance Accepted
Dr. Douglas W. Payne

"Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

BEFORE MERRILL LYNCH.
* CALL OR COME BY TODAY
FOR YOUR FREE PREAPPROVAL!
COME BY TODAY AT
200 POPLAR STREET,
MURRAY,KY
OR CALL
270-753.7665
TOLL FREE :-246-4093

BEFORE PAINEWEBBER.
BEFORE DEAN WITTER.
BEFORE MORGAN STANLE1.
BEFORE EDWARD JONES.
Who better to help you reach
long-term financial goals than

Now that summer is over,
you deserve some free time.

investment firms? for 150

years, investors have relied on
the experience of Hilliard Lyons
for a wide range Of financial
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Agriculture Council to meet tonight

the past and commitment to the

Calloway County Agriculture Development Council will meet
tonight at 7:30 pm. at the Calloway County Extension Office.

future to work for you.
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Get one week free. Curves is 30-minute
fitness, commonsense weight loss and all
The power to
the support you need to achieve your goals. .
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NEW SHIPMENT!
Home Decor • Mexican Pottery & Iron
Jewelry • Bridal Registry

cc

252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. *5
Benton, KY

Hours:
8:00 a.m.-6:00 pm. St—F
Court Squall.•Murray, KY 42071
(210) /53-3366 or M001444-1854

FR EE

575-3800

10% OFF ANY 1 ITEM

3420 Park Avenue
Paducah

WITH THIS AD UNTIL 9/17/041

www.curvesinternationaicom

400 Main St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 270-767-0007
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TOM EWING
Chartered Wealth Advisor
Financial Consultant
BOB JACKSON, VP
Registered Investment
Advisor Representative
Financial Consultant

759-3400
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BETTY BOSTON, VP
Certified Financial Planner
practitioner
Financial Consultant

Al-Anon meeting is tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

The Calloway County 4-H
Program is part of the University of Kentucky, College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension Service. The Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding the United
Way of Murray and Calloway County.

EYES & EYEWEAR

solutions. Put our knowledge of

1 COSS

meet Tuesdays. Sept. 14 and
28, after school until 4:30
p.m. Kim Chapman will be
the club leader.
• Entomology Club will
meet Sept. 18 at the 4-H
Round-Up for the monthly
meeting this month.
•4-H Council will meet
Sept. 30 at 4 p.m. at the
Extension office. All interested
are welcome. This will serve
as our meeting for October
due to school breaks the first
two weeks of October.
• Calloway County 4-H
record books are due at the
Extension office by 4 p.m.
Sept. 24.

Acceptance Capital

one of the nation's oldest

Democratic Committee to meet tonight

flat-bottom boats.
"This is a prat opportunity
for families, and especially
groups, who want to demonstraw their appreciation for the
environment," said John Ruth,
LBLA executive director. "It's
a nice way to spend a fall day
and gives you the satisfaction
of making a contribution to your
community."
The Fall Shoreline Clean-Up
is in honor of National Public
Lands Day, which gives Americans an opportunity to give
back to the very lands they use
to hike, bike, climb, swim,
explore, picnic or just plain
relax. It is the nation's largest
hands-on volunteer effort to
improve and enhance the public lands American's enjoy. As
part of the day's activities, there
will be free admission to Woodlands Nature Station, the Elk
and Bison Prairie, and the Golden Pond Planetarium and Visitor Center.
The Fall Shoreline Litter
Clean-Up is a good way to
begin a memorable tradition
within your family, scout, church
or civic group. Call 1-800-4555897 or 270-924-2007 for more
information.

Special 4-H events scheduled for September

Woodmen lodge will meet Thursday

hortt 76

GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
You have the opportunity to make
a difference when you help at
The Land Between The Lakes
Association annual Fall Shoreline Liner Clean-Up at Land
Between The Lakes National
Recreation Area on Sept. 18.
Participants can help with the
clean-up either by boat or by
land. Those who wish to beautify a site accessible from land
may begin from one of the three
hub sites: LBL's North Welcome Station, Fenton Camping
and Special Events Area, and
South Welcome Station.
Each site will be staffed with
volunteers who will make reconunendations on possible sites
to be cleaned up. Hours at LBL's
North and South Welcome Stations will be from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Hours at Fenton Camping
and Special Events Area will
be from 8 a.m. to noon. Participants who wish to work from
boat will meet a volunteer captamn at one of several marinas
where they will be escorted by
boat to an assigned stretch of
shoreline. Boat clean-up hours
are from 8 a.m. to noon. Boats
are also needed to escort vOlunteers, especially pontoons and

lt HILLIARD LYONS
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Learning
Random
Facts

Closing the Gap
Schools set high standards to improve education

A hippopotamus
has a stomach
10 feet long,
capable of holding 6 bushels of
grass.
Most gemstones
contain
several
elements.
Except the
diamond —
its all carbon.

According to studies conducted at
Northwestern
University, men
change their minds
two to three times
more than women.
Women tend to
take longer to make
a decision, but
once they do, they
are more likely to
stick to it.

The Red Sea got
its name from
the occasionally
extensive
blooms of algae
that, upon dying, turn the sea's
normally intense
blue-green
waters to red

A poem written
to celebrate a
wedding is
called a
"epithalamium."
SOURCE: www.coolquiz.com

By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
NEWPORT NEWS, Va.
(AP) — When Melene Skeeter
asked her fifth-graders to picture their future, they described
high school, college, a master's
degree. She wanted more.
"A doctorate," she told
them. "That's the top. You're
going all the way to the top."
High expectations come
standard
at
Sanford
Elementary. But the school's
experience shows the difficulty
of ensuring that all children
succeed, regardless of race or
family income.
Sanford essentially did in
2003 what a nation of schools
must now do: eliminate testscore gaps in reading and math
among groups of students, particularly blacks and whites.
An achievement gap reemerged in 2004, however,
when different students were
tested at the school, which has
a mostly low-income, racially
diverse student body. A majority of blacks passed the state
tests; whites scored 15 points to
16 points higher.
-There's no simple answer,"
said principal Kari Weston.
"But if you Mate sure rigor is
in every class, if you hold all
students to high standards, and
if you take it child by child, I
think that gap is going to get
smaller."
The goal in education is for
all children to succeed. But as
the school year begins, there is
an emphasis on poor and
minority students.
Federal law requires yearly
progress for all groups of students.
Schools that get poverty aid
— as most school districts do
— face penalties, including a
state takeover, if they consistently fall short.
Such action comes as blacks
still lag behind whites in measures of success and opportunity: math and reading scores,
enrollment in advanced courses, access to quality teachers
and college degrees. Black
children face higher risk factors
that spell trouble in school,
including more poverty and
less parental participation, federal statistics show.
The challenge is also great
for Hispanics, now the largest
minority. Hispanic children
must overcome many of the
same academic challenges and
often do it while learning
English.
Black and Hispanic students
have made gains. Students in
big-city school districts lowered achievement gaps in math
and reading last year. Dropout
prevention
rates
have
improved. So have scores on
college-entrance exams and
performances on national tests.
The answer is not just about
changing expectations, teach-

are common among districts
making gains, said Stephanie
Robinson, principal partner at
The Education Trust, a nonprofit known for its work on
the achievement gap. Other elements to success are clear
course goals, frequent monitoring of student progress and
meaningful explanations of test
scores, she said.
No fewer than 14 factors,
from child birth weight and television watching to unsafe
campuses, create the achievement gap, according to an
analysis by the nonprofit
Educational Testing Service. To
close the gap, policy-makers
must focus on more than academic issues, the analysis said.
Yet as students see it, it is up
to schools to make the difference, said Elaine Barnes, a
teacher at Charles Elementary
AP Photo at Newport News. She respects
Marshawnda Overstreet, 9, points to the chalkboard during a lesson on reading at B.C. their attitude: "It's not 'Why
am I different?' It's, 'OK, I'm
Charles Elementary School in Newport News, Va.
different. Now, what are you
going to do about it?"
KentuckyPerformance
A lot. In one class in the
school, third-graders learning
Preliminary data released Aug.
science used interactive note3 indicates that 75.7 percent
books, personal creations of
of Kentucky's public schools
pictures and drawings to reinmade Adequate Yearly
force their lessons. In a differProgress under the requirements of the federal No Child
ent class, advanced math stuLett Behind (NCLB)Act.
dents worked at their own pace,
Both the 2004 NCLB Briefing
driving their own learning.
Packet and the NCLB
Down the hall, students got
reports for Kentucky schools
extra math help using giant
and districts are now availglasses shaped like the number
able online at www.educaeight, lollipops formed like a
tion.ky.gov. Information on
nine, and size-16 shoes. "We'll
what Kentucky is doing to
stand on our head if it makes it
close the achievement gap
work,"
principal
Lynne
can be found at the same ,.. Fritzinger said.
address.
The school had sizable
Also visit www.ecttrust.org for
achievement gaps in 2003.
more information.
Greater than 90 percent of
white students passed state
Dawkins said, including her math and reading tests; blacks
scored 42 points to 49 points
grandson, Darnell.
"He's just blossomed," she lower. But that gap was less
said. "You notice the level of than 30 points by 2004, when
roughly two-thirds of blacks
confidence these kids have."
On a day in class last spring, passed.
Unlike Sanford, Charles has
Darnell had his hand up to participate so often it seemed fixed many black children who are
bused in for racial integration.
there.
In a classroom nearby, What unites the two schools are
teacher Linda Powell had her high aspirations for poor and
second-graders engaged in a minority students.
Michael Williams-Hickman,
math lesson they could literally
sink their teeth into — adding, an elementary education leader
estimating and regrouping for the school -district, uses a
joke to get the point across. A
AP Photo gumballs.
Second grade teacher Linda Powell conducts a class at
Weston, the principal, said principal asks a teacher how
changes in school population she got her racially diverse stuSanford Elementary in Newport News, Va.
and staff may have contributed dents to do so well. The teacher
ers say. But it begins there.
dents with academic or other to lower scores in 2004, but says she taught them all to high
In Newport News, a military troubles participate in a pro- there is no clear answer. The standards because she had seen
community
between gram in which parents, a school still did well enough to their IQ numbers — 140, 150,
Williamsburg and Virginia teacher and others team up to satisfy federal law, she said, yet 160.
Beach, Sanford Elementary has develop individual solutions.
the goal remains to get all stuActually, the principal says,
focused its federal poverty aid
Sharon Dawkins sees a dif- dents to a higher level.
those were their lodker numon improving literacy for the ference. When her daughter
The Newport News formula bers.
youngest children. Newly hired came through the school sys- for shrinking the achievement
"She believes they're smart,
specialists help struggling stu- tem years ago, struggling stu- gap is academic rigor, interven- and that's how she taught
dents. Teachers work together dents moved on with D grades tion for struggling kids, contin- them," Williams-Hickman said.
on reading in six different and children from wealthier uing training for teachers and a "I think about that always
grades.
families got more attention. culture.of community.
because it's about expectaBeyond that, about 125 stu- Now all the students get help,
Nationwide, those factors tions."
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CREATIV1E
ARTS & CRAFTS
Art & Craft Supply Shop
2539 E. Wood St.• Paris, Tenn.
(Odom's Lakeway Village Shopping Center)
731-641-9900

Claapes
Workshop
starting SeFt• 16
Stop in or call for
claims Bet & info.

Try: Art Accent Micro Beads
and "Liquid Beadz"
Beads-In-Glue
Stamps • Rub. Ons
Christmas Needle Art Kits
...more to come!
OPEN TUES.-SAT. AT 10 A.M.

More New items By Local Artists — Their Works Make Great Gifts!)

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
Specializing
in Martial
Arts After
School
Programs!

We Love To See
Your Child Smile!
109 S. 15th St.• Murray. KY
weecare@murray-ky.net
OWNERS: Tung & Gerald Dinh
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TOBACCO CO.

100% COMMITTED TO AMERICA'S DARK TOBACCO PRODUCERS
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Learning
Random
Facts

Closing the Gap
Schools set high standards to improve education
By BEN FELLER
AP Education Writer
NEWPORT NEWS, Va.
(AP) — When Melene Skeeter
asked her fifth-graders to picture their future, they described
high school, college, a master's
degree. She wanted more.
"A doctorate," she told
them. "That's the top. You're
going all the way to the top."
High expectations come
standard
at
Sanford
Elementary. But the school's
experience shows the difficulty
of ensuring that all children
succeed, regardless of race or
family income.
Sanford essentially did in
2003 what a nation of schools
must now do: eliminate testscore gaps in reading and math
among groups of students, particularly blacks and whites.
An achievement gap reemerged in 2004, however,
when different students were
tested at the school, which has
a mostly low-income, racially
diverse student body. A majority of blacks passed the state
tests; whites scored 15 points to
16 points higher.
"There's no simple answer,"
said principal Kari Weston.
"But if you make sure rigor is
in every class, if you hold all
students to high standards, and
if you take it child by child, I
think that gap is going to get
smaller."
The goal in education is for
all children to succeed. But as
the school year begins, there is
an emphasis on poor and
minority students. ,
Federal law requires yearly
progress for all groups of students.
Schools that get poverty aid
— as most school districts do
— face penalties, including a
state takeover, if they consistently fall'short.
Such action comes as blacks
still lag behind whites in measures of success and opportunity: math and reading scores,
enrollment in advanced courses, access to quality teachers
and college degrees. Black
children face higher risk factors
that spell trouble in school,
including more poverty and
less parental participation, federal statistics show.
The challenge is also great
for Hispanics, now the largest
minority. Hispanic children
must overcome many of the
same academic challenges and
often do it while learning
English.
Black and Hispanic students
have made gains. Students in
big-city school districts lowered achievement gaps in math
and reading last year. Dropout
prevention
rates
have
improved. So have scores on
college-entrance exams and
performances on national tests.
The answer is not just about
changing expectations, teach-

A hippopotamus
has a stomach
10 feet long,
capable of holding 6 bushels of
grass.
Most gemstones
contain
several
elements.
Except the
diamond —
its all carbon.

According to studies conducted at
Northwestern
University, men
change their minds
two to three times
more than women.
Women tend to
take longer to make
a decision, but
once they do, they
are more likely to
stick to it.

The Red Sea got
its name from
the occasionally
extensive
blooms of algae
that, upon dying,
turn the sea's
normally intense
blue-green
waters to red.

A poem written
to celebrate a
wedding is
called a
"epithalamium."
SOURCE www.coolquiz.com

AP Photo

Marshawnda Overstreet, 9, points to the chalkboard during a lesson on reading at B.C.
Charles Elementary School in Newport News, Va.
KerituckyPerformance
Preliminary data released Aug.
3 indicates that 75.7 percent
of Kentucky's public schools
made Adequate Yearly
Progress under the requirements of the federal No Child
Left Behind (NCLB)Act.
Both the 2004 NCLB Briefing
Packet and the NCLB
reports for Kentucky schools
and districts are now available online at www.education.ky.gov. Information on
what Kentucky is doing to
close the achievement gap
can be found at the same
address.
Also visit www.ecttrust.org for
more information.

AP Photo

Second grade teacher Linda Powell conducts a class at
Sanford Elementary in Newport News, Va.
ers say. But it begins there.
In Newport News, a military
community
between
Williamsburg and • Virginia
Beach, Sanford Elementary has
focused its federal poverty aid
on improving literacy for the
youngest children. Newly hired
specialists help struggling students. Teachers Work together
on reading in six different
grades.
Beyond that, about 125 stu-

What's New
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CREATIVE
ARTc & CRAFTS
Art & Craft Supply Shop
2539 E. Wood St.• Paris, Tenn.
(Odom's Lakeway Village Shopping Center)
731-641-9900
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Classes
Workshops
Starting Sept. 16

Stop in or call for
Info.
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Try: Art Accent Micro Beads
and "Liquid Deadz"
Deads-In-Glue
Stamps • Rub 0t15
Christmas Needle Art Kits
...more to come!
OPEN TUES.-SAT. AT 10 A.M.

More New Items By Local Artists — Their Works Make Great Giftsli

dents with academic or other
troubles participate in a program in which parents, a
teacher and others team up to
develop individual solutions.
Sharon Dawkins sees a difference. When her daughter
came through the school system years ago, struggling students moved on with D grades
and children from wealthier
families got more attention.
Now all the students get help,

Dawkins said, including her
grandson, Darnell.
"He's just blossomed," she
said. "YOU notice the level of
confidence these kids have."
On a day in class last spring,
Darnell had his hand up to participate so often it seemed fixed
there.
In a classroom nearby,
teacher Linda Powell had her
second-graders engaged in a
math lesson they could literally
sink their teeth into — adding,
estimating and regrouping
gumballs.
Weston, the principal, said
changes in school population
and staff may have contributed
to lower scores in 2004, but
there is no clear answer. The
school still did well enough to
satisfy federal law, she said, yet
the goal remains to get all students to a higher level.
The Newport News formula
for shrinking the achievement
gap is academic rigor, intervention for struggling kids, continuing training for teachers and a
culture.of community.
Nationwide, those factors

are common among districts
making gains, said Stephanie
Robinson, principal partner at
The Education Trust, a nonprofit known for its work on
the achievement gap. Other elements to success are clear
course goals, frequent monitoring of student progress and
meaningful explanations of test
scores, she said.
No fewer than 14 factors,
from child birth weight and television watching to unsafe
campuses, create the achievement gap, according to an
analysis by the nonprofit
Educational Testing Service. To
close the gap, policy-makers
must focus on more than academic issues, the analysis said.
Yet as students see it, it is up
to schools to make the difference, said Elaine Barnes, a
teacher at Charles Elementary
at Newport News. She iespects
their attitude: "It's not 'Why
am I different?' It's, 'OK, I'm
different. Now, what are you
going to do about it?"
A lot. In one class in the
school, third-graders learning
science used interactive notebooks, personal creations of
pictures and drawings to reinforce their lessons. In a different class, advanced math students worked at their own pace.
driving their own learning.
Down the hall, students got
extra math help using giant
glasses shaped like the number
eight, lollipops formed like a
nine, and size-16 shoes. "We'll
stand on our head if it makes it
work,"
principal
Lynne
Fritzinger said.
The school had sizable
achievement gaps in 2003.
Greater than 90 percent of
white students passed state
math and reading Jests; blacks
scored 42 points to 49 points
lower. But that gap was less
than 30 points by 2004, when
roughly two-thirds of blacks
passed.
Unlike Sanford, Charles has
many black children who are
bused in for racial integration.
What unites the two schools are
high aspirations, for poor and
minority students.
Michael Williams-Hickman,
an elementary education leader
for the school 'district, uses a
joke to get the point across. A
principal asks a teacher how
she got her racially diverse students to do so well. The teacher
says she taught them all to high
standards because she had seen
their IQ numbers — 140, 150,
160.
Actually, the principal says,
those were their locker numbers.
"She believes they're smart,
and that's how she taught
them," Williams-Hickman said.
"I think about that always
because it's about expectations."

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
Specializing
in Martial
Arts After
School
Programs!

We Love To See
Your Child Smile!
109 S. 15th St.• Murray. KY
weecareCci murray-ky.net
OWNERS: Tung & Gerald Dinh
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At least 34 dead after clashes
By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
U.S. forces battled insurgents
loyal to Shiite cleric Muqtada alSadr in the Baghdad slum of
Sadr City today, in clashes that
killed 34 people, including one
American soldier, and wounded
193, U.S. and Iraqi authorities
said.
U.S. tanks moved into the
neighborhood and armored personnel carriers and Bradley
fighting vehicles were deployed
at
key
intersections.
Ambulances with sirens wailing
rushed the wounded to hospitals
as plumes of black smoke rose
into the sky.
Several warplanes flew over
the sprawling neighborhood of
more than 2 million.
In another part of the Iraqi
capital. a roadside bomb targeted the Baghdad governor's convoy, killing two people but leaving him uninjured, the Interior
Ministry said. Three of Gov. Ali
al-Haidri's bodyguards were
also hurt in the attack Tuesday in
the western neighborhood of
fr-lay al-Adel.
The fighting in Sadr City
erupted when militants attacked
U.S. forces carrying out routine
patrols, said U.S. Army Capt.
Brian O'Malley.
"We just kept coming under
fire," he said. O'Malley said the
American soldier was killed by
small-arms fire and that several
others were wounded.
A senior Health Ministry
official, Sand al-Amili, said 33
Iraqis have been killed and 193
injured in the Sadr City clashes
in the past 24 hours.
An al-Sadr spokesman in
Baghdad, Sheik Raed alKadhimi, blamed what he
described as intrusive American
incursions into Sadr City and
attempts to arrest the cleric's followers.
"Our fighters have no choice
but to return fire and to face the
U.S. forces and helicopters
pounding our houses," alKadhimi said in a statement.
The impoverished neighborhood had been relatively calm
since al-Sadr called for ceasefire last week and announced he
was going into politics.
M-Sadr led,a twee-week
uprising in the holy city of Najaf
that ended 10 days ago with a
peace deal that allowed his
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AP Photo
School
Beslan
the
of
gym
destroyed
People stand in the
wreaths
caskets,
prepared
Mourners
Russia.
in southern
and once-cherished toys to carry to the fast-growing
town cemetery for a third day of burials today.

Russians rally
against terror
Mahdi militia fighters to walk
away with their guns. The combat in Najaf left thousands dead
and devastated much of the city.
Many Mahdi militiamen are
believed to have returned to
their stronghold in Sadr City.
Today's violence came a day
after a suicide attack on a military convoy outside Fallujah
killed seven U.S. Marines and
three Iraqi soldiers, U.S. military officials said. It was the
deadliest day for American
forces in four months.
A group linked to Jordanianborn militant Abu Musab alZarqawi —Tawhid and Jihad —
posted a statement on the
Internet claiming 'responsibility
for the slayings.
The force of the blast on a
dusty stretch of wasteland nine
miles north of Fallujah, wrecked
two Humvees and hurled the
suicide car's engine far from the
site, witnesses said.
The bombing underscored
the challenges U.S. commanders
face in securing Fallujah and
surrounding Anbar province,the
heartland of a Sunni Muslim
insurgency bent on driving
coalition forces from the countrY.

BESLAN, Russia (AP) — quoted as saying.
He also said his government
Russians rallied against terrorism today in response to a would conduct an internal inveshostage-taking that claimed tigation but not a public one —
more than 350 lives, and warning that a parliamentary
President Vladimir Putin denied probe could turn into "a political
a link between Russia's policies show." Two opposition politiin Chechnya and the standoff in cians had called for an investigation, including into whether
this southern city.
In an interview late Monday authorities had prior information
with foreign journalists and aca- about planned terrorist attacks,
demics, Putin again rejected and what the government was
Western calls for negotiations doing to stabilize the situation in
with Chechen rebel representa- Chechnya.
In Vladikavkaz, the North
tives, Britain's Guardian daily
Ossetian capital about 18 miles
reported.
"Why don't you meet Osama north of Beslan, hundreds of
bin Laden, invite him to people gathered on central
Brussels or to the White House Freedom Square on Tuesday to
and engage in talks, ask him protest against terrorism and to
what he wants and give it to him castigate local authorities for
so he leaves you in peace?," the failing to prevent last week's
Guardian quoted Putin as saying tragedy.
"Today we will bury our chilsarcastically.
"You find it possible to set dren and tomorrow we will
some limitations in your deal- come here and throw these devings with these bastards, so why ils out of their seats, from the
should we talk to people who are lowest director up to ministers
and the president," said one of
child-killers?"
Putin said foreigners should the speakers, who refused to
have "no more questions about identify himself to reporters.
"Corrupt authority is a source
our policy in Chechnya" after
AP Photos
Mustafa Hamid is carried to a hospital by his father, top the attackers shot children in the of terrorism," said a poster held
photo, after he sustained injuries in a U.S. offensive at back, and said the Chechen above in the crowd. Along with
cause was aimed at undermining thin wax candles, which they lit
Sadr City in Baghdad today. Supporters of radical Shiite
along the square.
all of southern Russia and and .placed
.
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr, bottom photo, train their RPG majority-Muslim fegions of the protesters
distributed fliers calllaunchers at U.S. positions. U.S. forces battled al-Sadr's country.
ing for North Ossetian President
supporters in the Baghdad slum, killing at least 34 peo"This is all about Russia's Alexander Dzasokhov to step
ple, including one American soldier, and injuring 193.
territorial integrity," Putin was down.
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nothing lasts forever?
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Then
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This season, when you buy any rugged John Deere 100 Series lawn tractor,
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or stop by your local branch today.
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Link found to
TV shows, teen
sexual activity
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best
picture

CHICAGO(AP) — Children STD."
who watched a lot of TV with
The study appears in
sexual content were about twice September's Pediatrics, released
as likely to start having inter- today. The results are based on
course during the subsequent nationwide telephone surveys of
year as those with little exposure 1,792 adolescents queried in
to televised sex, researchers 2001 and again in 2002. Parental
found.
consent for participation was
High exposure to TV sex obtained before the interviews.
among those age 12 to 17 also
The researchers devised a list
was linked with a lower but still of 23 popular shows that on
substantially increased risk of average featured abundant sexustarting non-intercourse behav- al content. Programs the
ior, including passionate kissing researchers considered high in
and oral sex, the researchers sexual content included "That
found. Even shows that only '70s Show," "Friends" and "Sex
refer to sex but don't depict it and the City" — all popular with
had the effect, they found.
teens.
"Exposure to TV that includParticipants then were asked
ed only talk about sex was asso- how often they watched those 23
ciated with the same risks as shows. They also were asked
exposure to TV that depicted whether they engaged in various
sexual behavior," said Rand sexual activities; results were
Corp. behavioral scientist compared from the two surveys.
The number of teens who
Rebecca Collins and colleagues.
From innuendoes to depic- reported having had intercourse
tions of intercourse, sex is per- climbed from about 18 percent
vasive on TV, present in about to 36 percent. The number
two-thirds of all shows other who'd had sexual experiences
than news and sports, and teens other than intercourse climbed
watch an average of three hours from 62 percent to 75 percent,
of television daily, previous Collins said.
research has shown.
Factors that increased the
TV thus -may create the illu- likelihood of having intercourse
included being older, having
sion that sex is more central to
daily life than it truly is and may older friends and getting poor
promote sexual initiation as a grades. But even considering
those factors, television still
result," the researchers said.
"When they're watching it remained a strong influence, the
for three hours a day, it really researchers said.
Many youngsters start having
does become their social world.
'Those characters are people they sex during their teen years, and
identify with and pay attention previous data show that 46 perto," said Collins, the lead cent of high school students say
they've had intercourse. But
researcher.
• TV sex rarely deals with neg- many say they wish they'd waitative aspects most teen's aren't ed longer to have sex, and teleprepared to deal with; including vision might be among factors
unwanted pregnancy, AIDS and influencing them to become sexother sexually transmitted dis- ually active too soon, the
researchers said.
eases, she said.
Liliana Escobar-Chaves, a
I That "sends kids the message
that everybody's having sex and researcher at the University of
nobody's thinking about respon- Texas School of Public Health,
sibility and nothing bad ever said the findings illustrate the
happens," Collins said. "You importance of parents viewing
don't see the fade to Mack, the and discussing TV with their
couple has sex, and the next kids, and of encouraging writers
morning says, 'You gave me an to depict sex responsibly.

Hurricane affects telethon donations
LOS ANGELES(AP)— The
Jerry Lewis Labor Day Telethon
raised $59.4 million for the
Dystrophy
Muscular
Association,
but organizsaid
ers
Monday
that power
outages and
other - disruptions
from
Hurricane
Frances
Lewis
contributed
to a decline
over last year.
Donations totaled 1.8 percent
less than last year's $60.5 million.
Television stations in the
Florida cities of Jacksonville,
Sarasota and Gainesville canceled broadcasts of the telethon
completely. Other Florida stations showed only the national
portions, preventing the broadcast of local segments during
which most pledges are made.
Lewis, 78, was assisted during the 21 1/2 hour fund-raiser
by Ed McMahon,and the broadcast featured performances by
Elton John, Oprah Winfrey, Ray
Romano,Tony Orlando and others.
Lewis said the late child poet
Manic Stepanek almost helped
the telethon reach its goal.
Stepanek, whose inspirational

kfi1

verse made him a best-selling
writer, died in June at age 13
from a rare form of muscular
dystrophy.
The boy was an advocate for
Dystrophy
Muscular
the
Association. His mother, Jeni,
and Lewis appealed to telethon
viewers to make up for lost contributions from Florida.
"Even now, Mattie continues
to perform miracles," Lewis said
in a statement after the telethon.
"Without the love and hope that
Manic inspired in millions of
Americans, there's no way we
would have come so close to
reaching our goal in the face of
such overwhelming odds."
Only one other telethon in the
1980s failed to.surpass the previous year's total.
The 39th annual telethon,
based in Los Angeles, was
shown on nearly 200 TV stations nationwide.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Michael Moore says he won't
submit "Fahrenheit 9/11" for
consideration as best documentary at this year's
Academy Awards. Instead,
he's going for the bigger
prize of best picture.
M o ore's
critically
a c claimed
film
slams
President
Bush's
war on
terror as
ill Moore
advised
and corrupt. The movie has
cheered Democrats but
enraged the president's supporters, who booed Moore
visited
the
when
he
National

Republican

Convention last week.
"For me the real Oscar
would be Bush's defeat on
Nov. 2,— Moore told The
Associated Press during a
Monday
phone interview
from New York.
The $6 million film has
become a sensation that collected $1173 million in the
United States this summer,
despite an early roadblock
when the Walt Disney Co.

banned its Miramax Films
division from distributing the
political hot-potato.
In the midst of the presidential campaign. Moore's
announcement is a strategic
move for his Oscar campaign. Documentaries and
animated films have their
own categories, but the conin
wisdom
ventional
Hollywood is that those niche
awards can limit a film's
appeal in the overall best picture class.
Moore said he and his producing partner, Harvey
agreed
Weinstein,
"Fahrenheit 9/11" would
stand a better chance if they
focused solely on the top
Oscar.
He also said he wanted to
be "supportive of my teammates in nonfiction film."
So many documentaries
— such as the gonzo fastfood satire "Super Size Me"
and the sober look at Arab
television news in "Control
Room" — • have made the
rounds in theaters recently
that Moore, who won the best •
documentary Oscar for
"Bowling for Columbine,"
said he wanted to give others
a chance.
Moore also hinted in a
recent interview in Rolling
Stone he would like the
movie to play on television

before the presidential election. According to the rules
of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences,
playing on TV would invalidate its contention in the documentary category, but not
for best picture. With the
movie coming out on DVD
Oct. 5, it's not clear whether
the TV deal would happen.
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IPaid

WiN

Chang- Hagee

Reading Clifford 'Dragon GED

Busi-

News

Fortune

Football

News-Lent

MLB Baseball St Louis Carcinals at San Dego Padres

Cops X Dhanna Griffith

NFL
IESPN25: Silver Anniversary Special MLB Baseball. Teams to Be Announced.(Live) X
ESPN25: No. 1
ESPN25: No. 1
ESPN25: No. 1
ESPN25
Horn !Interrupt iNFL

Sports- IALB Baseball X

ESPN2

NFL

Hockey (Live) X

WV

(10 00) Music Videos In Stereo)

The Real World X Room

WV

Direct Effect

TNT

Law & Order X

NYPD Blue X

NYPD Blue X

Judging Amy X

/LC

Pro-

Baby

MU-

Trading Spaces X While You

ESPN

"Wed-

Baby

'Mak-

UFE

Unsoived Myst

USA

1'10 001 U.S. Open Tennis Quarterfinals. (Live) X

AMC

Movie

A&E

Movie:**1
/
2 "Face a Evr(19E16)I

Come In TRL X

Video

Angel ' Awakering" Charmed X

Strong Medicine

Nanny

Law & Order X

Not Sweep Si

Nanny

In a Fbi X

Golden 'Golden *-* "Baby for Sale'
Law/Ord SVU

U.S. Open Tennis

Movie: "Escape Fran Atatraz"(1979) , Movie:*** 'The Godfather, Part pr(1990, Dram Ai Peal°, Dane Melon. R "River
Amer.-Justice
Movie: *4,1
/
2'Gardens diStone"(1987) Murder-Wrote
Third Watch X
City Confidential Amer -Justice

FAM

Family

Family

Step

Step

Switch.' Knock

NICK

Spider

Lary-

Thorn-

Rocket

Rugrats Rugrats Oddpar- Neutron Sponge SPLAT! Arnold

HGTV

DeConit- Curb

SPIKE

ICSI: Crime Scn

'WTBS

I FreshPr FreshPr Harvey

TOON

Tom & Jerry

COURT

Both Sides

Closing Arguments

BET

BET Now

The Center

CIATV

Smash Hits of Country

7th Heaven X

Mission Design

Design

CSI: Crime Scn

CSI: Crime Scn

CSI: Crime Scn

Drew

Yes

Harvey

Design- Home
Drew

Boy

Design- Outer
Horn-

Looney Looney Grim Adventures o Billy and Mandy

Boy

Full Hee. Fug Hie. 791 Heaven X
Rugrats Neutron Oddpar-

If Walls Building Land-

CSI: Crime Scn

CSI Crime Sat

Horn-

Ray-

Ray-

Seinfeld Seinfeid Friends

Lyoko

Turtles

Titans

Catherine Crier
Rap City: Tha Bassment

NYPD Blue X

Ed, End Grim
Cops X Cops X

106 & Park: Top 10 Use

Movie (movie: **I.') 'Fddie"(1996).P0-131 1Honey,1 Blew Up the Kid"I "League or Extra. Gentlemen"

MAX

(11:00 Movie

SHOW

(11:30) Movie

DISH

JoJo

Stanley Pooh

FLIX

Movie

Movie:'How I Won the War"(1967) X

14802

(11,45) Movie

BET

Real Sports X
Movie:*** "Ghost"(1990)'PG-13'1 Movie: **a "Black Ran'(1989)'R'X Movie:*** 'Sreakdoriwe(1997)If X
Movie: 'Trading Morn"(1994) "The Achentures of Baron Munchausen" Movie:** "Getting Poisoner * "SerWng Sam"
House

House

Recess Lilo

Recess Kim

"tt Tates Two"

Movie: cc "Thunder Alley"' **

Proud

Even

Lizzie

Sister

Si::i

-rre Night They FtartMd Wally's"

Movie: *Iff'i Stealing Hcrne"(1988) X !Movie:*** 'Coaa9S Fortune"(1999) Movie: *** 'Sweet Dreams"(1985) X

WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30

8:00

WKRII-ABC My Wife

My Wife

Drew

8:30
Drew

WSIL-ABC My Wife

My Wife

Drew

Drew

WSIIV-NEIC Hawaii (In Stereo) X

WBBJ-ABC My Wife

House

CS1: Crime Scri

Totally

HBO

7:00 I

Curb

Wanted Great Tour Bus

Law & Order X

WTVF-CBS 60 Minutes (In Stereo) King

Sewing By Steven
weed

Home.
Auto
Farm
IRA's
Nursing Home.

www.kfbmurray.com

TN Listings published daily

WPSDNBC Hawaii (in Stereo) X

BOB
CORNELISON

HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

Tuesday, September 7, 2004 • 9

lay Wife

Preview

SEP.8, 2004
9:00

9:30

10:00

Peter Jennings

News

Peter Jennings

News X

Law & Order X

News

Nightline ISeinfeld Seinleid Jimmy Kimmel Uwe
The Tonight Show X Latellighd (In Stereo) Last Call

48 Hours Investigates News

Late Show on Stereo Entertain Tennis

Law & Order X

Law & Order X

News X

The Tonight Show I Late Night (In Stereo) Last Call

Drew

Peter Jennings

News

'Drew

WNFT-Fin Great Performances

The Video Game Revolution IN)(In Stereo) X News

KBSI-Fox

Bernie

'70s Show Quintu-

10:30 I 11:00
11:30 I 12:00 I 12:30
Friends I LFriends I Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live

Method

Late Late

Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live

Seinfeld

Served

Great Performances

Pioneer Quest

'70s Show Will-Grace Simpson' Frasier I King

Becker X Drew

Holly-

Paid Prog.

NOTV-OPN Amish in the City I The Player In Stereo) News
Friends X Oprah Winfrey I
Harvey
Harvey
Blind Date 5th Wheel
KFVS-CBS 60 Minutes In Stereo) King
Preview 48 Hours Investigates News X Late Show (In Stereo) Friends X Tennis
Late Late
WGN
Movie: *** Tokenbo"(1968)Peter Falt
WGN News at Nine X Becker X Becker X Elimidate 5th Wheel Osboume Show
WASP

Brkthrgh

Zola Levitt Your Day Lite Today Today

WKIALI-PBS Jubilee (In Siereo) X

Old Gospel

Austin City Limits X Great Performances

WDKA-WS Smallville "Winona" Smaltville Talisman.' Judy
ESPN

i6 DO) MLB Baseball Teams to Be Announced Hey Rookie

ESPN2

Hockey: World Cup Quarter

Baseball

MTV

Hard Rock TRL (11/)(In Stereo)

The Real World X

Judy

News

Wisdom

Feed

Ky Life

Work-

Graham

Charlie Rose i hi) I

Roseanne Roseanne Extra X

Paid Prog. Ripley

SportsCenter (Live) X Outside

Baseball

MLB Baseball Teams to Be Announced. (Live) X
MTV Spec Ittlusic Videos

TNT

Law & order I

Law & Order -Panic

Movie: cc* "Many"(1990)James Caan. X

TLC

In a Fix

Better-Worse

Body Wort

LIFE

Inspirtionl Inspirtionl Various

Ira Fix

Road Rule

SportsCenter (Live) X
ESPN25

Video Clash

Hip Hop (In Stereo)

Movie: *1
/
2 "Thinner'(1996, Suspense) X
Better-Worse

Body Work

Nanny

Mad Abt

USA

16:00) Movie: 'Baby" Movie:'Wien be Crab Falls"(1997, Drama) Golden
Clean
t(
Law/Ckd SVU
6 00) U.S. Open Tennis Quarterfinals (Lwei X

AMC

(6'30) Movie: *** 'The River"(1984) VG-13' Character Movie: ***Ii "Gallipoli"(1981) Mel Giteort.

A&E

Biography: Ford

FAM

Movie: "The Wade Worker"(2000, Drama) X Whose?

Whose?

The 700 Club X

NICK

Sponge

Boss?

Cosby

Roseanne Roseanne Cosby

Cosby

3's Co.

HGTV

Curb

Curb

Home

Spaces

Weekend Mission

SPIKE

Dream
Spaces
i
CSI: Crime sai

csi: Crime So

WTBS

Family

Seinfeld

TOON

Pokemon Yu-Gi-Oh! Coden-

Totally

Titans

COURT

Detective Mastrmnd Forensic

Forensic

The Investigators

The System

BET

Parker.

Club Comic View

News

CMTV

COM Music Festival! Country's Biggest Party Great Tour Bus

HSO

Movie: * "Half Past Deaf(2002) Moyle: cc') "Out WAN:ice"(1991)14' X

MAX

Movie: "Groundhog Day"(1993)X MAX Set

SHOW
DISH

(6:15) Movie

Fla

Movie:*** 'The C.ty ollost Child-en-0995) None: at* 1981'(1984( John Hun.'Fr

11802

Movie: *** 1'
1 (2001, Drama)Barry Pepper

American Justice

Amanda -Full Hse.

Family

Porkers

Full Hite.

Weekend Mission

Seinfeld

I'm Living Access

Gatti

CSI: GMT* Scn

Phil

Smart

CSI: Crime Scn

The Dead Zone X

Mad Abt

Nash Bridges X

Character Movie: Ihe Fever

Biography: Ford

American Justice

Tam. Mat. Fam. Mat. Paid Prog. Paid Prog.

Dream

CSI: Cnrne Scn

Cheers

CSI: Cnme Scn

Set & City Sex & City Movir ** "Fools Rush in"(1997. Corneity)I "3 Men & Baby"
Jackie

Family

Futurama Sastab

Inuyasha ,Closed

Detective Mastmind Forensic

tm Living Midnight Love

Lizne

Forensic

Club Comic View

Real Time (In Stereo) Back in the Hood

Nov News Bob and Rose X
&SIN

Lupin the

CMA Music Festival: Country's Biggest Party Inside Fame

Movie: "Termine/or1 Rae of the Methods"'Fh All Nude Peep Show

Alone: iiii's "Pad n Fur(2002)

Movie: tic "Quints"(2000)X

Airline X Crossing Jordan X

Nanny

Even

Movie: a "Poole Tang"(2001) X

"Nyder

"Absence of the Good"

Movie: "Roger Dodger"(2002)'FT

Boy World Proud

So Raven Kim

Movie ItOped b Kr(1917)'R

Chris Rock: Never Scared X

Unto
Taro(

Movie: "Underworld"

jwipatatjavs Publish your greeting in our special Grandparents Day Greetings
1Mimesa
130whie - $1$
'
section on Saturday, September 11, 2004! smile space -$12
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 am.-5 p.m. • Fax 753-19.7
Notice

FIREHOUSE GRILL
is back and selling BBQ to help raise
money for the Murray Professional
Firefighters. BBQ sandwiches will
be available at the Ice Cream Festival
on September II. 2004 at the Old
City Park. Come and enjoy the original taste of Firehouse Grill!,
020
Notice

Notice

APPETITES wanted
Sandra D's 94 East
293-3816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

CAMPING special rate
Bullfrog Campground
Sept and Oct $8
nightly
Relax and
enjoy Fall in the outdoors 1270)474-1144

YARD SALE
PRICES
Less than 30
words:
1 day - $8.00
2 days - $13.00
3 days -$16.00
Over 30 words:
1 day -$15.00
2 days - $24.00
3 days - $30.00
Selling your motorcycle or ATV?

,l.,,„„
ii,mx:EarriliEs

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger SE Times
270-753-1916

Advertising Sales
- Position Available

IT'S TIME TO
GET RID OF
UNWANTED
ITEMS:
CITY WIDE
YARD SALE
SEPTEMBER
18TH

-

The Murray Ledvei A, him + ha. a tall
retail nth t ripwit, ii/e'.

Mi.

2 star child care center
looking for part-time
professional child care
providers to guide children ages birth to 5
years. Apply at 109 S.
15th St

Check
us out
on the
Web!
GREEN Acres Health
Care is currently hiring
for the following positions. CMA-PRN .2-10
shift. CNA: Full-time,
6a-2p; 2p-10p; 10p-6a.
Medical Records Clerk:
Full-time M-F experience required/LPN preferred. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person. EOEJAAE
HOME health agency
growing in four-county
area needs a few good
people: FT: RN Case
Manager, OT, Aide,
Marketing. PRN: RN,
LPN, OT, Aide, BSW.
Call Kaye at 270-7531434. or complete online application at intrepidusa.com
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Iturray Ledger ii Times

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LAST year during a
move I mistakenly carned the garment hanging bag to my set of
luggage to Angel's
Attic. If you purchased
it there would you part
with it. It is olive green
lady
with
tapestry
golfers on it. Phone
498-8725

PO. Bar 1040-T
Murray.

Al 121r1

Nn Lodi orr,,

LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL
OPENINGS
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
Mon.-Thurs.
10 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Apply in person at

People Lease
1406 E. N., 12th St.,
Murray
The Village Office
Complex
LOOKING for experienced appliance repair
person for residential
and commercial. Call
753-5341, 293-2418,
or 767-9503
NAIL technician wanted at Kut N Kurt
Contact Jessica at 20331-7237

NOW taking applications for day & night
shift. Apply In person
0 Sonic Drive-in. 217
S. 12th Street. No
Phone Calls Please.
PART-TIME position for
LPN, Certified Medical
Assistant or medical
assistant with clinical
experience. Monday
Thursday
through
mornings. Please apply
by resume only including
references to:
Richard H. Crouch,
M.D., 300 South 8th
Street 301E, Murray,
KY 42071.

060
Help Wanted

JANITOR/
ORDERLY
Full-time Monday through Friday. Pleasant
atmosphere, good working conditionsif
you would enjoy working with the elderly,
apply in person at Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive.
FOE

Cafe
BIG
Apple
kitchen help needed.
Apply in person 1005
Arcadia Circle

11401.114411000111411410111

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.
IMIMINIONNMINNI•41441011

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
CLINICAL DIETITIAN
Henry County Medical Center is seeking
a full-time Clinical Dietitian. The candidate must be a Registered Dietitian and
licensed in Tennessee. Acute healthcare
experience preferred. Clinical Dietitian is
responsible for patient nutrition assessments, consultations, and education.
We offer excellent benefits including
health, dental, vision, life, STD & LTD
insurance, retirement, and also a competitive salary package. Interested candidates should send resume or apply in
person

Accountant
Progressive local (regional) telecommunications
firm seeks qualified applicant for an Accountant.
Applicant must have a Bachelor's degree or
higher in Accounting. CPA certification required.
The successful candidate will maintain a significant portion of the Telco's accounts and
accounting records. Maintain general and subsidiary ledgers and prepare operating and financial statements. Examine a variety of financial
statements and transactions for completeness,
internal accuracy, and conformity with estabclassifications.
accounting
lished
Telecommunications background preferred.
Pre-employment physical examinations, background and reference checks will be required.

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242
731-644-8472

The employer does not discnminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, sex, age. national origin,
or disability.

Equal Opportunity Employer

Applications for the position are available at the
Kentucky Department for Employment Services,
319 South 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066

Auto Service Technician needed.
Excellent pay. excellent benefits, health
insurance, holidays, vacation, sick days.
Experienced in new car dealership preferred. Apply in person at Brandon Auto
World.

Regular office hours at Employment Services

are 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday, 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. on Wednesday and
Thursday and 7:30 - 12 noon on Friday.
No phone calls please.
Equal Opportunity Employer

REMEMBER

Tell your grandparents,
and the world how great you
think they are, by publishing
your greeting in our special "Grandparents Day
Greetings" section on Saturday, September 11, 2004

POSITIONS Available:
Persons needed to prepare
income
tax
returns.
Seasonal
employment, we will
train. Call 753-9204 or

•

437-4531

-7
"...

Christopher Holt
Grandparents
Ray & Nellie Holt,
Motell Bray, Gene & Lou
Lamb, and Nellie Simmons

-,

74.•
74'
..
.
61017-•03''
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.J
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Single Space - $12.00(no more than two children per picture)
Double Space - $18.00
(MAXIMUM OF 5 LINES)

Now Hiring
Servers & Hostesses
Day Shift Only
Apply at 616 N.121fi.
No phone calls please.

CLEAN offices or busi
nesses. Nights & week
ends. Excellent refer
ences. 293-3761
HOME daycare located
in town has openings
for children ages 0-3
yrs. Provider is a mother of one with an educational background in
child development and
holds a current certification in C.P.R./ First
Aid Training. Large
home with fenced in
backyard for safety and
plenty of activities.
Fulltime
rate
is
$70/WK. #759-4649
WILL clean up before
and after renters, new
construction, remodeling, floors, windows,
kit,
baths,
etc.
Experienced.
4365914. Valerie
Computers

„
$$$ Good Pay $$$
and
Dependable
people
enthusiastic
part-time
needed
evenings available to
set appointment for
local business. $7/hr +
bonuses. For interview
after
call
12noon.(270)753-6009

VISA
winem

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff.
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

Send payment, photo, names of grandparents, name of child,
and self-addressed stamped envelope for return of photo to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
BRING IN BY SEPT. 7(5 P.M.)
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refngerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109

WANTED: Responsible
Party to take on small
monthly payments on
High Definition Big
Screen TV 1-800-3983970

WANTED: Grandma's
junk costume Jewelry
by the piece or by the
box. (270)4736-6072

2'0
Noble Homes For Ws

Older
WANTED:
mobile home free to
remove from property.
(270)437-3904
150
Articles
For Sale
behind
2
spaces
'Woman at the Welr in
Murray
Memorial
Garden $600 each.
Call 753-8619

BRAND new oversized
chair and ottoman.
$350. Antiques and old
signs. Call 753-8356
DINING room, living
room, and bedroom
suites. Chests, dresser,
beds, recliners and
other items. 753-1502
and 753-4860
FOR sale 2 plots in
Memorial Garden First
Circle.Call 753-3244
STRAW for sale. $2 a
bale. 489-2436, if no
answer leave message

TWO used six foot
office wood desks
$350 and $150. Call
753-2633 9:00AM to
5:00PM

1989 14x60 Clayton
2Bd/1Bth. $5,500. 7536185
1997 28x52 Buccaneer
3BR, 2BA, large living
room, refrigerator, dishwasher & stove included. One owner. Must
be moved. $27,000.
270-527-7477
after
6pm.
1999 Clayton 16x80,
38R, 2BA, garden tub,
appliances, extremely
clean.
$23,000
includes setup and
delivery. Call 270-4892525
BEAUTIFUL 3 BEDROOM,
2
BATH
HOME WITH LAND!
Owner financing' 731584-9429
LAND! 1 acre to 5
acres! Owner financing. 731-584-9429

REPO: Beautiful 3

INCREDIBLE VISION
We have recently designed a gas permeable Bifocal contacts lens for anyone over forty who is
using bi-focal glasses or reading glasses. You
cannot get this quality of vision from any other
source such as Lasik surgery, monocular fit, soft
bi-focal contact lenses or glasses.

UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS
We are having about 85-90% success with these
lens and have lens in stock for about 98% of prescriptions.
CHARGES
Successfully fit - $590.00
$50.00 if not successful
If you are now using single vision gas permeable
contact lens and glasses over your contacts for
near vision. There will be no charge to come in
and try these lens
Dr. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

'REDUCED'
1994
16x60 Spiral 2 bed, 1
bath set-up and ready
to move into. Home
features kitchen appliances, washer/dryer,
new carpet throughout
and central air. Pay as
little as $700 down and
of
only
payments
$173/month. Home is
located on lot E13 in
Coach Estates. For
more information contact
Starks
Bros.
Homes @ 1-800-4553001

312 North 12th Street
11.111RAY,Ke(flucxy42071

753-4576

Bed, 2 Bath. Fireplace,
Huge Master Bed &
Bath. Payments as low
as $175. 731-584-9429
lEilitiomes For Rent
1) 2BR for rent C/1-I/A
with approved credit.
437-4465
3BR $295 753-6012
CLEAN 16x80 $350
per month plus deposit
492-8488
1611017,Lets For Rant
mobile
NICE 2BR
home lots for rent. No
pets. 753-9866

Cambridge
2BR Apt
area. 293-6968.

1 & 2BR apts. available
for immediate occupancy. Please call 7538221.
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1br apartment, furnished and all utilities
Downtown, no
paid.
pets. Call (270) 2269193.
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished.
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR furnished, low utilities. Reference and
deposit required. No
pets. $225 a month.
753-3949
1BR, 1 bath efficiency,
close to MSU, $175
month, partially furnished, lease+deposit
required, no pets.
(573)281-0023
1BR, carport, W/D
hookup, clean, no pets
$335/month 753-6931
or 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments.
Ask about move in free
days. Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished,
all utilities, water, electric, phone and cable
included. Access to
pool & fitness room.
$400/month,
$150
deposit. Singles for
$375 and up plus
deposit. Call for information.
(270)7538407.
2BR duplex apt. 903-A
Northwood Dr. Very
economical,
TVA
approved. C/H/A, mowing and appliances furnished. No pets. Lease
required. 753-7185
3, 4, 5, bedroom
house 1, 2, 3 apts.
753-1252 or 753-0606
FOR Rent: 2 bedroom
duplex. $375. 7594406
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month.One bedroom $330/month. Call
753-1970.
Leave

Message.
TOP of the line, 38R,
2-1/2BA all appliances
are furnished, garage
with remote opener.
907-B N. 20th St.
$725/mo,
$725
deposit. No pets. Day
293-9970, night 7535344

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & &bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apt,
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325

Call Today(
753-8668.

2BR, 1 bath, remod
eled, lake view, about
25
minutes
from
Murray. W+D
furnished, $375
mo.
Lease+deposit
required. No pets.
(573)281-0023
3BR. 1.5BA, close to
MSU,
redecorated,
W+D hookup, $450
month (573)281-0023.
Lease+deposit
required. No pets.
3BR, 1.5BA, house on
Oak Hill Drive. $650
month. 759-4406
3BR, 1BA home in
Puryear,TN for rent.
$450
per
month.
References required.
Call for an appointment. 270-362-9729
3BR, 2BA, Hazel area,
appliances furnished.
$375 rent with $250
deposit. 753-9723.
3BR, Central gas heat,
window air conditioners, stove. refng.. W&D
furnished. Lease. plus
deposit,
no
pets.
$500.00 month. 106
South 13th. 519-2699
or 753-0932
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE •Inside climate
control storage
Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxesf
•We rent U- Hauls.
753-9600.

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes

Roofing Metal
We nos trutitterldttlt. tIttli tined

thyirr by 11 at& 4
pick up urXI day.
•J6+4 ft of 29 & 2ti gauge in stoa
a. aatiable in

c34E.
3-TZ"
WE DO!N.7
Wait Our Showroom Today

Metal Man
4W-909-9964• 270447-8844

David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
.Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways

(270)767-0313
(270)527-7176
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LOOK INTO OUR NEW
PHOTO REPRINTS!
www.murrayledger.com
Click on the button for more details!
vered
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m
11111_01,0

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
4 ¶i5
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ssose For Sale

VINTAGE
home
Riverwood Road. living
room, dining room, formal library, great room.
4/2-1/2, laundry, double garage, 9' ceilings,
crown molding, many
custom extras, Italian
slate and hard wood
floors.
Shown
by
appointment.
7530090, 293-5894

40 foot storage trail
ers for sale. Pleas:
contact 753-5585

SS Sold SS

ri

mmercial Prop.
For Sale

WELL stocked hard
ware store for sale Cal
( 2 7 0 )2 3 6 - 2 2 4 2 ,
( 2 7 0 )2 3 6 - 3 3 9 3
evenings
www.gannonshardware.com

13,000 sq/ft office
space on Andrus Drive,
extra nice. Call 7591503- 293-1545, Ask
for Sam.
OFFICE space for rent.
Hutchens Professional
Building. 753-4529
\, I

,
4.11
1111ill
.
W?

Call us we will be
glad to help.

[
MINI Estate
DEER
Hunters'
Paradise
on
444
across Hamlin store,
23 acres & 20 acres
around store both
tracts are set in pine 5
years old. Public boat
ramp about 1 mile.
$1,000 per acre Call
Eugene Bustle. Cell
270-860-1311, home
270-436-2921

100 or 300 acres a
$700 per acre, wooded
acreage, excellent for
deer & turkey, good
road frontage, borders
KY, Moody
Realty
Company,
Tommy
Moody
1-800-6425093 MLS# 53589

Murray Ledger & Times
Homes For Sale
270-753-1916

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FOR sale or trade:
English Bulldogs 1M3F, Boston Terriers 6F
and mini horses 270293-6852
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915

4
1

1211
Hornes For Sale

1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights. 3/2, available
Dec. 1st, $130,000.
753-0090, 293-5894
2 bedroom, 1-1/2
baths,
big
utility,
kitchen, living room, 2

0 Down Program
(t00% Financing)
Call
Keith
Baker
Homes today and let's
get you ready for your
new home. 1-731-6440013
1501 Kirkwood Or,
2,000 sq. ft. 3BR, 2BA,
living room w/ fire
place, kitchen w/ dining
area, den w/ fireplace.
New heat/AC, new carpet. 270-293-5117

car detached garage
38R 2BA brick w/ basement, large lot and
more. Almo
area.
(270)753-7539
3BR, 1BA brick ranch,
near campus, updated
bathroom,
attached
garage. nice yard.
shed. $69,900. Call
(270)753-2283
or
(303)410-9148
BARGAIN if sold at
once. Immediate possession. 3 bedroom 2
bath
condo
with
garage. All appliances,
central heat and air.
Need to move at once.
Might consider lease.
Phone 498-8725 for
more information.
CENTER
Ridge
Subdivision
61
Whisper Dr. 5 miles
from beach area, 5
miles from boat ramp.
Needs repair. $30,000.
OBO. 759-4776 11:303:00 Mon-Thur and
anytime Fri-Sun
FRANKLIN
Homes
now available at Keith
Baker
Homes.
Comparable to site
butt homes.(731) 6440012.
MOVING- must sell:
2,800 sg.f1. home in
Southwest Villa. 4 bedrooms- 3.5 baths.
$178,500. Call 7530539

HAZEL, large come
lot, 4BR, 1BA. CHA
gas heat, replacemen
windows, work shop
and large RV and boat
storage bldg. $57,500
759-9705
LAND
Home
Packages Available.
Let our land home specialist help you find
your dream
home
package.
We
sell
homes in 11N and KY.
Call today for details at
1-731-644-0012
LAND IN THE LIEU
Bring us the deed to
your land and let us put
you in your dream
home. 731-644-0013
LOVELY homes for
sale 0 down payment,
free recorded message
800-327-6410
ext 405
REDUCED! FOR sale
by owner: 2BR, IBA.
with large loft. 1,518
sq.ft. 110 N. 9th St.
$59,000. 753-3930
Southern
Energy
Homes.
Custom build your
home or choose from
over 200 floor plans.
Call today for details. 1800-533-3568

2003 Yamaha Rapto
660R. With 2 Fulme
Helmets
&
gear
Bought local, very good
condition. 15-20 riding
Yoshimura
hours.
Exhaust, Nerf bars,
Protector Guards, AC
Racing grab bars, Scott
Racing grips, chest
protector,
goggles,
gloves. Call 293-0811
or 753-1775
1999 Harley Davidson
softail, custom paint,
lots of extras. (270)
382-2698 after
5:00 p.m.

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear
A/C. 4 captain's chairs,
new tires, everything,
works, used for long
distance travel, excellent condition. Call 7679442

Ussd Trucks

'96 Chevy S10 ext cab,
V6 Auto, tilt, cruise.
PW. PDL. CD, keyless
remote, 140,000 miles.
$4,300 767-0817
1993 Chevy 3/4 ton
with goose neck ball,
electric brakes, in good
shape. $3,000. 7591503293-1545, ask for
Sam.
1991 Ford 250, 4x4,
V8, 5.8 automatic
transmission. 70,000
miles, in good condition. $3,165. 753-5736
89 GMC Sierra SWB.
auto, air, $3,400 OBO.
492-8288. 767-0556
Boats & Motors

1986 Jeep Cherokee
4x4, new tires. 7599455 after 5PM

1998 Ford Taurus staion wagon, runs good,
ooks good, Needs very
minor work $2,000
753-5858
1985 Monte Carlo,
1 -owner, 60,xxx miles
$2,500. (270) 2935388

Vera

998 Toyota Sienna
XLE mini-van, leather,
good condition. 293SPEC homes.
Awesome
home!!! 4233
Ready to move into.
1997
red
Nissan
Set-up on land. Call
Quest, 98,800 miles,
today. 731-644-0012
NADA value $3,900,
must sell $3.200 080.
USED Homes
Let us trade for your 767-9865
used home or let us
make an offer on your
home 1-800-533-3568

Yens

2000 Chevrolet LS
Extended cab, pick-up,
5.3 liter, 90,xxx. 492
8444 after 5:00 p.m.

195

Hwy Equipment

www.trotterswoodshop.com

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

most colors

Call

David Borders

Do the MSS where you buy your
new flooring
install tor you?

luesday. September 7, 2004 • 11

1992 Astro Van. White.
great condition, 25
mpg. 759-4754

1994 18' Javelin Bass
Boat and trailer w/
150
HP
Evinrude
motor needs minor
work but runs great.
$2,500. 753-5858
520
Services Offered
436-2867 Joe's Small
Engine Repair. Free
pick-up/delivery.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New
Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Carters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.

ALAN'S PAINTING
Bring in the Spring
with professional interior/exterior painting
reasonable rates Free
estimates! Satisfaction
Guarantee! 731-5935155
ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE Septic tank
and grease trap cleaning and repair Access
risers installed 7535933, 1-877-335-1500
ALL
CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, sagging floors, termite &
water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
Tony Travis, Owner
-Driveways
•Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
Concrete
Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks, Patios, etc.
759-3229
D.G
Landscaping &
Nurseiy
*mulching
•fertilization/overseeding
*welding
-trimming
-pressure washing
•parking lot sweeping
-leaf mulching
435-4431
DAVE'S small tree,
bush trimmings & gutter cleaning. Call Dave
(270)395-9915.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for. Plus, all repairs for
home and business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding. firewood. Insured. 4892839.

411.:..."

77-1-..==1"

1220 Hopkins
Road • Murray
• 753.0249

Garden Centers to file the federal lawsuit against Kentucky.
The association chairman,
Donald Dillon, said Kentucky
was sued because its ban was
the strictest and the state continued to outlaw California plants
even
after
the
federal
Agriculture Department denied
an earlier request to implement
the ban.
The state and the association
settled the lawsuit by agreeing
that Kentucky would not have a
policy exceeding federal regulations.
"We're complying with the
federal rule," Dillon said.
"Shouldn't that be enough?"
Barry Skipper, director of the
Kentucky
Agriculture
Department's Division of
Environmental Services, said
more research is needed before
mbre California plants are
allowed into Kentucky.
While
Kentucky
and
California fight out the ban,
local growers wait.
Jim Wallitsch. owner of a
Louisville nursery and president
of the Kentucky Nursery and
Landscape Association, said the
earlier ban was inconvenient
and forced his nursery to look to
Florida and other states for
stock.
Mary Wallitsch said buyers
will eventually pick up the cost
of any losses suffered by
California nurseries.
"They're going to pass it
on," she said. "Like we'd have
to pass it on."

Get Into The Game.
Get Into The Ledger 8c Times'
Sports Coverage
Each Day.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Sept. 8, 2004:
You have an unusually creative
and dynamic way of expressing
yourself, which surprises many
and delights others. You express
your uniqueness. Partnerships
reflect this very same eccentricity. Give up your ideas of how
others should be. As a result,
you will flex and gain. Network
and make new friends. During
2005 you might reach one of
your financial peaks if you walk
a conservative path. You make
friends easily. If you are single,
you are likely to meet someone
very unusual with whom you
would like to have a relationship. Remember that friendship
is at the base, especially in quarrels; act like a friend. If you are
attached, let your partner do his
or her thing, even if you might
be startled. Socialize more as a
couple. CANCER helps you be
a winner.

I

Salvia* Offered

Classifieds
Office

SYSTEM
SEPTIC
INSTALLATION. And
repair, pumping, field
replacement,
line
washer beds installed.
Excavating,
gravel
driveways and parking
lots installed. BRENT
ALLEN
SEPTECH.759-1515,
1-877-335-1500

7:30an -5 rin
Mon • Fri
To place
'our ad call

David's Home
Improvement

753-1916

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Services Offered
David Gallimore Owner
K&H Custom Masonry.
brick & block, quality
craftsmanship. Free
estimates. 270-3765410 or 270-705-6636

LAYTON

Hudson
hauling, landscaping,
backhoe & loader work
753-4545 or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
*Carpets -Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal -Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827

MOWING, trimming,
mulching, painting, odd
jobs, cleaning. 7670533
NORMAN
Electric,
LLC Residential and
Commerical Electrical
Service. 16 yrs. exp.
Licensed and Insured.
(270)247-2312
PAYTON Lawn Care
Service
and
Landscaping. Mowing,
leaf raking, and fertilizing and also landscaping. Phone 270-4365507 or 270-293-7717.
Day or night.
&
Right
QUICK
Painting, House work
Yard work. Odd Jobs
(270)761-2559
SIMMONS'S Carpentry
& Handyman work.
Free estimates. Call
767-0958 and 270519-8570

Kentucky seeks Calif. plant ban Horoscopes
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The pair wants Kentucky to
Fearing an outbreak of sudden join eight other states that have
oak death among trees. imposed tougher standards in an
Kentucky officials are prepar- effort to stave off the disease.
Sudden oak death, which
ing to seek federal permission
to ban all plants from despite its name has taken years
California, where the plaque has to kill California oaks, has been
killed tens of thousands of trees. found in 157 cases in 21 states,
to
the
U.S.
No cases of sudden oak according
death have been confirmed in Agriculture Department. It's
either greenhouses or the wild caused by a fungus-like
in Kentucky, but it has been pathogen spread by wind and
found in Tennessee and rain and through soil.
An Agriculture Department
Virginia.
Kentucky agriculture offi- report says eight oak species
cials view that has a potential indigenous to the eastern United
threat to Kentucky's oaks, States are vulnerable to the diswhich are the most prevalent ease. Six of those grow in
trees throughout the state's 12 Kentucky.
The only method of controlmillion forest acres and the bulk
of the state's estimated $2 bil- ling the disease is cutting down
and burning infected trees or
lion timber industry.
Kentucky officials want the plants.
of
"So when that's sort of what
Department
U.S.
Agriculture's approval to rein- your options are, you do get
state a ban that the state briefly very cautious," Obrycki said.
Kerry Britton, national
had in place earlier this year,
before a California nursery pathologist for forest health
protection with the departgroup challenged it in court.
California growers, who sup- ment's Forest Service, said
ply the largest amount of nurs- there are indications that the
ery plants in the country. argue disease could impact many eastthey are following Agriculture ern oak species.
"All of our eastern oak
Department guidelines for
inspecting and testing plants for species that have been tested in
sudden oak death before ship- the laboratory ... were susceptible," Britton said.
ping them out of state.
When the disease sprung up
Agriculture
State
Commissioner Richie Farmer last year outside a known quarand state entomologist John antined area, Kentucky and
Obrycki say the federal rules other states placed emergency
aren't strict enough because bans on certain California nursthey don't require California to ery stock. That prompted the
Nurseries
and
California
test all plants.

We Wild, repair,
and refinish.

's

gain important insights by listening. Tonight: Your treat.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
***** You get news that
leads you in a new direction.
Verbalizing these ideas could be
more difficult than you'd anticipated. Laugh and enjoy yourself.
Digest news before sharing it.
Your smile is a winner. Tonight:
As you like it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Take in information rather
than be a source of it. You might
feel that someone has his or her
facts and figures wrong. Do what
you need to do to verify facts on
your own. Others might wonder
about your low profile. Let them!
Tonight: Don't explain; just vanish.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** You buzz through your
day knowing what you want to
accomplish. Others intervene
with valuable but possibly unrelated information. Stay sensitive
to associates. Tonight: Take a
midweek break. You deserve it.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A boss's or authority figThe Stars Show the Kind of ure's feedback is important. You
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; might need to change your work
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; or revise a project. Understand
that you need to accept a short1-Difficult
cut and new technology. Tonight:
Hang in there late.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Listen to the reasoning
of others. Even though someone ***** Reach out for someone at a distance. You could be
might not look at issues and
problems the same way you do, surprised at best by the informathere is a lot to be gained by fol- tion that comes up. Put on your
lowing some suggestions. You thinking cap. Innovative ideas
are your specialty. Tonight: Try a
don't have the complete perspective anyway. Tonight: Head new type of movie or restaurant.
Experiment a little.
home to your favorite chair.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You will make a differ- 21)
ence wherever you are. You are ***** Listen to associates,
especially one that might be
likely to change directions and
more important than others. You
thoughts quite a bit as the day
might have to revamp your
proceeds. Interesting informaschedule
or your domestic life if
tion emerges in a meeting. Think
before you leap, act or talk. you agree with the suggestions.
Tonight: Dinner and talks.
Tonight: Hang out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jari. 19)
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
*** Your finances take the **** Imagine what is happenhighest priority. Some of you ing with others and those you
might be worrying about your job deal with on a daily level. Your
perspective
could
change
security, as a boss is so unpreunexpectbecause
of
another's
dictable and strange. Don't make
any judgments; simply flow. You ed statement. Flex and give up
ideas of how events and peopip

Will Do Insurance Won(
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
TENNESSEE Metals,
Inc. 641 North Puryear,
TN 38251. (731)2473222. Monday thru
Thursday 8-4. now
buying tin, iron, cars.
Come by for the best
prices anywhere! Rolloff containers also
available.
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592.
WATERPROOFING
BASEMENTS
AND
CRAWLS PACES
Underground
roof
drains, surface water
diversions, shoreline
and erosion control
nprap installed, storm
BRENT
shelters.
ALLEN SEEPTECH.
759-1515, 1-877-3351500
WE build mini-storages, garage, out
buildings. and we can
level ground. Scott
Miller 753-1150 ext229.

Selling your motorcycle or ATV?
Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

by Jacqueline Bigar
are suppose to act. Tonight: Be
with your friends.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You are all about work,
and, as a result, you achieve a
lot more than you thought possible. You might be stunned by a
financial matter. You have pulled'
the wild card financially. Buy a
lottery ticket, but don't quit work - yet! Tonight: Finish off whatever you were doing.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Your unpredictability is
sometimes appreciated, but
other times it isn't. If you use
your unusual thinking for creative ideas at work and in your
domestic life, you'll become a
hero. Curb flirting until later.
Tonight: Pretend it is Saturday
night.
BORN TODAY
Singer Pink (1979), singer Patsy
Cline (1932). actor David
Arquette (1971)
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
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IMING?
How ABOUT AN

ANNUITY?
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans
The initial guaranteed rate' is

3.75%
This,nto s guarantee:I for he rirst moon and then
oar vary n12711* or can De Wad n for one year
Guam/Weed no taw horn

Shaft Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7187

ME WOODMEN OF THE W(*
4Pcks UTE INSURANCE SOCIETY
tiOtift MICE:OMAHA.NfaltASKA

kir

LookingBack
10 years ago
year.
Dixie Carole Hook and John
More umbrellas and raincoats
were in use than barbecue grills Van Rayburn were married Aug.
on Monday. Most outdoor activ- 30 at First Christian Church,
ity this Labor Day was ham- Murray.
pered by steady rains and
Published is a picture of
clouds.
Don Cherry, Rick Marvin and
The Murray Post Office, in Danny Ross with the limit of
connection with the Sesqui- bass caught while fishing at
centennial Commission and Lake Guerro, Mexico.
40 years ago
Murray Tourism Commission, is
offering a special pictorial canMurray Chief of Police Burcellation to commemorate the man Parker said that Labor
150th anniversary of the city Day was one of the most quiet
days he had seen on a holiof Murray.
Births reported include a day in Murray.
boy to Minna and Dennis Miller,
Friends and neighbors came
a girl to Lena and Lynda! to the aid of Mr. and Mrs.
Graves, a boy to Kelly and Orville Hendricks on Sept. 5
Don Ray and a boy to Mari- when about 40 men cut and
an and Keith Abell, Aug. 31. housed their three acres of
20 years ago
tobacco. Business men in Hazel
Published is a picture of Mar- donated soft drinks and candy
vin Harris and Codie Caldwell for the men who did the work.
of the Murray Lions Club with Mr. Hendricks recently undercandy they plan to distribute went cancer surgery.
Dorothy Byrn presented a
today and tomorrow with donations to hq used for the Lions' program on "A New Purpose
In A New Age" at a meeting
Eyesight Program.
Almost all of the Murray- of the Woman's Society of
Calloway County Swim Team Christian Service of First
received recognition for out- Methodist Church.
50 years ago
standing performances during
Cecil Baker, Carl Jones,
the recent West Kentucky Swim
Conference Awards Banquet at Ruby Glenn Grogan and Jackie Paul Crittenden, all of this
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rains area, have enlisted in the Unitwill be married 50 years Sept. ed States Navy.
Pvt. Max H. Churchill Jr.
9.
Births reported include a girl is serving with the First Cavto Debbie and Mack Bushart alry Division of the United
and a girl to Tammie and Don- States Army in Japan.
Dr. and Mrs. O.C. Wells,
ald Tidwell, Aug. 29.
Harry Hampsher, Joe Tarry,
30 years ago
Dr. Morgan E. Sisk, asso- Roy Weatherly and Fred Wilciate professor of biology at son attended the Southern Bap-'
Murray State University and t ist Music Conference and
director of the Hunter Han- Young Men's Mission Confercock Biological Station on Ken- ence held at Ridgecrest, N.C.
tucky Lake, and Dr. Marshall
Letha Ann Lyons and FranGordon, professor of chemistry
at MSU, have begun work on cis Bernard Waltrous Jr. were
two Kentucky Lake research married Aug. 29 at St. Leo
projects partially funded by fed- Catholic Church.
eral grants of 1974-75 fiscal

ContractBridge
Try the impossible
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 7 4 3
AQ •
•A 7 6 3 2
•Q4
EAST
WEST
4J 9 8 2
46Q 10 5
IP 7 5 3
V9 8
• 10 9
•K Q
46A 9 8 3
•K 7 6 5 2
SOUTH
•K 6
V KJ 10 6 4 2
•8 54
40 10
The bidding:
West
South
East
North
Pass
1 V
Pass
I•
Pass
2V
Pass
I•
4
Pass
•3
five of hearts.
Opening lead
Assume you're in four hearts and
West leads a trump. How would you
play the hand to make the contract'?
Impossible, you might say -- even if
you saw all four hands — because it
appears that you must lose two diamonds and two clubs no matter what
you do.
But Australian star Bob Richman
performed the impossible. Moreover,
he did nothing spectacular. He began
by playing four rounds of trumps,
discarding two clubs from dummy
on the third and fourth trumps, to
produce this position:
tomorrow: A

North
•A 7 4 3
•A 7 6 3 2
West
*Q 105
•K Q
*K 7 6 5

East
41 9 8 2
*1 10 9
•A 9

South
•K 6
64
•8 5 4
4.1 10
Richman led another trump, West
discarding a club, dummy a diamond
and East the club nine. (East's club
discard was forced; he could not
spare a spade, because declarer
would cash the K-A of spades and
ruff a spade to establish the seven as
his 10th trick. Nor could East discard
a diamond, because South would
then lose only one diamond.)
Declarer next led a diamond,
allowing West's queen to hold the
trick. West could do no better than
return a low club to his partner's singleton ace, declarer discarding a
spade from dummy. East could then
do no better than return a spade.
Richman won with his king and
played the ace and another diamond,
establishing dummy's diamond
seven as a trick. Since East had no
clubs, he had to return a spade to
dummy's ace, whereupon Richman
discarded his last club on the good
diamond to bring to a conclusion a
well-played hand.
very simple play.

DEAR ABBY: "Lonely in
Georgia," the woman who
divorced her cheating spouse
eight years
ago, wrote
she's
that
miserably
lonely.
know how
she feels.
was
widowed
four years
and
ago,
Abby
Dear
when I was
to
ready
By Abigail
it
date,
Van Buren
seemed
impossible to find "Miss Right."
By a stroke of good fortune. I
discovered an online dating service that matched me with people with shared personality traits
and interests.
My first date was with a
lady with whom I immediately felt comfortable. We have
been seeing each other for six
months, are engaged, and intend
to be married soon. I hope
"Lonely" finds this helpful. -"EUREKA" IN ARIZONA
DEAR "EUREKA": Congratulations to you both. Very
few people are lucky enough
to strike platinum on the first
try. I wish you every happiness. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was
divorced at 44, and decided to
finally do something I'd always
wanted to try: country-western
dancing. I went not knowing
anyone. When a gentleman
asked me to dance, he didn't
mind that I was a novice. He
led me through the basics. He
also mentioned free lessons
offered by the establishment, and

Todagnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 7.
the 251st day of 2004. There
are 115 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Twenty-five years ago, on
Sept. 7, 1979, the Entertainment and Sports Programming
Network, ESPN, made its
debut.
On this date:
In 1936, rock legend Buddy
Holly was born Charles Hardin
Holley in Lubbock, Texas.
In 1940, Nazi Germany
began its initial blitz on London during World War II,
In 1963, the National Professional Football Hall of Fame
was dedicated in Canton, Ohio.
In 1969, Senate Republican
leader Everett M. Dirksen died
in Washington. D.C.
In 1977, the Panama Canal
treaties, calling for the United States to eventually turn over
control of the waterway to
Panama, were signed in Washington.
In 1977, convicted Watergate conspirator G. Gordon
Liddy was released from prison
after more than four years.
In 1996, rapper Tupac
Shakur was shot and mortally wounded on the Las Vegas
Strip; he died six days later.

I decided to go. I soon got to
know the regulars (even experienced dancers took lessons).
Eventually, I met the man who
would become my husband. We
have been married three years.
and I have never been happier. -- HAPPILY PARTNERED
AGAIN
DEAR HAPPILY PARTNERED: I have often said that
if you want to meet new people, get involved in a new
activity. My longtime personal
assistant, Olivia, also met the
man of her dreams, Richard,
while square dancing -- and I
agree that it can be fertile territory for romance.
DEAR ABBY: I, too,
divorced a cheating spouse.
"Lonely" should consider talking to a therapist to help her
regain her self-esteem. After I
did it, I focused on attending
events and functions where I
could meet the kind of man I
was interested in. I chose museum and gallery exhibitions and
the theater, and went with girlfriends. I met a wonderful man
at a group for over-35 singles.
"Lonely" should get out and
enjoy herself. I'm sure she'll
find the person she's looking
for. -- BEEN THROUGH IT
DEAR BEEN THROUGH
IT: No one ever met anyone
by sitting at home and brooding. The most important thing
is to put yourself out there.
DEAR ABBY: My engagement went sour, an abusive
relationship followed, and so
did many disappointing dates.
I decided to stop looking for
a man and focus on things in
life that truly made me happy.
I began substitute teaching and
mentoring high school students.
It was then that the man of
my dreams walked into my life.
We married a year ago and are
having the time of our lives.
Please tell "Lonely" not to give
up. Men are attracted to women
who are happy and self-fulfilled. -- MARRIEDDEAR
MARRIED: Right you are! As
my mother often used to say,
"Happiness is the best cosmetic."
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To give you related inforDEAR DR.GOTT: My husband has had gout since he mation, I am sending you a
was 22. Aside from the fact copy of my Health Report
that he was not diagnosed for "About Gout." Other readers
he who would like a copy should
years,
has not been send a long, self-addressed,
helped by stamped envelope and $2 to
prescription Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
drugs such Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
as allopuri- to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: You.
nol.
At one have published a "recipe" using
he Certo and grape juice for arthri•
point,
was bedrid- tis. It worked for me and I
very grateful. But now I'm
Dr. Gott den because am
why it works.
wondering
many
SO
READER: I haven't
DEAR
had
joints
By
a clue. After I published the
Dr. Peter Gott flared up.
About "recipe," which had been sent
five years ago, he started a to me by numerous readers, I.
strict diet: marked restriction received an avalanche of mail;
of fat, no meat and heavy fruit many of the letters were tesintake. He lost 30 pounds and, timonials to the benefits of 1
after a year, his gout improved. or 2 tablespoons of Certo in
He is now relatively normal, a glass of grape juice once or
adhering closely to the diet, twice a day.
However, I have not yet.
and not taking any drugs.
You have said that diet isn't been able to discover the reaas effective as prescription med- son such a combination would
icine in controlling gout. We relieve the pain of arthritis,
think you are wrong. Diet is which is normally treated with
the answer to gout; drugs pro- anti-inflammatory drugs.
Certo and grape juice are
vide only a partial solution.
DEAR READER: Gouty not considered standard theraarthritis, caused by an over- py by most doctors, so I don't
accumulation of uric acid in choose to endorse the brew.
the body, can usually be pre- Nonetheless, there are no side
vented by allopurinol, a pre- effects and the therapy is inexscription drug that blocks the pensive.
DEAR DR, GOTT: Is Alleformation of this acid.
In patients who don't gra appropriate to fight off a
respond (by symptoms and cold? Is this a safe medicablood tests) to full therapeutic tion to take?
DEAR READER: There is
doses of allopurinol, thought
must be given to diseases that really no medication or vitamimic gout, such as "pseudo min to prevent colds. Howevgout" and "pseudo-pseudo er, many studies have shown
gout." I'm not kidding: These that antihistamine drugs may
are also genetically determined do much to ameliorate the
abnormalities, for which dif- symptoms of a cold. Allegra
ferent therapy (chiefly diet) is is such a drug, available by
prescription, that reduces conappropriate.
I'm delighted that your hus- gestion and dries up the runny
band's arthritis responded to nose and watery eyes that are
diet. Could he have "non-gout" the hallmarks of colds. The drug
gout? Ask his doctor about is not harmful.
Copyright 2004, Newspathis. In the meantime, I'll continue recommending standard per Enterprise Assn.
drug therapy for gout, a common disorder.
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Gout may respond to diet:
- if it isn't gout

Those looking for new
love must get out there
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Zirbel
From Page 14
as a positive for our program."
At the age of 17, sununertime is supposed to
mean swimming pools and Sonic slushes, not
hearing coaches sell their program like a late-night
infomercial.
"It got old real quick," Zirbel said. "The first
couple of weeks, it was kind of neat to have all
these coaches calling and wanting me."
So much was made so quickly that prep guru
Tom Lemmings called Zirbel to come to Illinois
for an interview. After the brief discussion,
Lemmings — who picks preseason players for
Gatorade, ESPN and the Army — named Zirbel to
the list.
Zirbel said when Lemmings picks the team
later this month, he expects his name to be there.
Currently, he is ranked No. 9 among
Lemming's Top 25 offensive tackles on espn.com.
When Zirbel attended the Miami camp in early
June, he already had 24 offers, including the
University of Kentucky, who gave Zirbel his first
scholarship offer.
At Miami, he picked up an offer from the
Hurricanes and was named Most Valuable Player
among offensive lineman.
Zirbel attended a one-day combine camp at
Ohio State, where he picked up and offer from the
Buckeyes, as well.
But everything came full circle when Zirbel's
favorite childhood team, Michigan, made him an
offer — an offer that proves that all his hard work
is starting to pay off.

With a bench maximum of 380 pounds, Zirbel
runs a 40-yard dash in 5.13 seconds and has a 26.5
vertical jump. And he carries his 3.2 grade-point
average as well as he carries his weight.
Despite his physical attributes, Zirbel said a
possible move north has little or nothing to do
with family ties. Originally from River Falls,
Wisc., Michigan has been Zirbel's favorite team
for as long as he can remember.
Still, as clear as the decision sounds, Zirbel is
intent on not signing scholarship papers until
National Signing Day in early February. He wants
to enjoy all of his official visits and take in the
atmosphere the comes with college football in the
fall.
"A lot of people don't know that Michigan is by
far my No. 1 choice. People have heard that I like
Michigan and that they are my No. 1, but not that
many people know they are that far ahead," Zirbel
said. "It's neat to just play it out. 1 definitely want
to take all my official visits. It's good to just sit
back and enjoy it all."
Zirbel claims that the only way he'll sign early
is if he's forced to because of scholarships.
"If something happens and I have to commit
early, then I'll be ready to do that, too," he said.
"Michigan is going to take three linemen from my
class. One of them has already committed. If the
other commits, then I'll have to go ahead and do
the same. If not, then I'm going to wait."
And, in the meantime, run roughshod over the
competition.
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Game film
didn't make
Brooks feel
any better

Sponsored By:

The Insurance
Center of Murray
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
753-8355
Breaking down the film of
David King 901 Sycamore
Kentucky's 28-0 loss to
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Louisville on Sunday didn't
American League Standings
National
Liiegue Standings
make Wildcats' coach Rich
All Times CDT
All Times CDT
Brooks feel any better.
East Division
East Division
GB
W
L Pct
GB
W
L Pct
"We didn't use the ability we
New York
85 52 620
Atlanta
81 55 596
—
have and that's the most disapBoston
82 54 603 2 1(2
Florida
70 62 530
9
Baltimore
64 72 471 20 1/2
pointing thing," Brooks said
Philadelphia
68 69 496 13 112
21
New Your
60 76 441
Tampa Bay
59 76 .437
25
Monday.
Montreal
Toronto
57 80 416
57 80 416 24 1,2
28
The Cardinals overpowered
Central Division
Central Division
W
W
L Pct
L Pet
GB
GB
the Cats on both sides of the
77 60 562
—
Minnesota
St
92 45 672
ball, shutting down Kentucky's
Chicago
74 60 .552 16 1/2
Chicago
69 67 507 7 1/2
74 63 540
68 71 489
10
Cleveland
Houston
18
running game and pounding its
13
Cincinnati
63 73 463 28 1/2
Detroit
63 72 467
defense into submission.
Pittsburgh
62 75 .453
33
Kansas City
48 88 353 28 1/2
Milwaukee
60 76 441 31 1/2
West Division
The most glaring mismatch
West
Dihriaion
W
L Pct
GE
was Louisville's defensive line
W
L Pct
Oakland
81 56 591
—
GB
against the Wildcats' inexperi—
Los Angeles
78 58 .574
Anaheim
78 58 574 2 1/2
74 62 544 6 1/2
San Francisco
76 63 .547 3 1/2
Texas
enced offensive line. The
San Diego
73 64 .533 5 1/2
Seattle
51 86 372
30
Cardinals' defense ranked 93rd
Colorado
59 77 434
19
in the nation last season, but
Arizona
42 95 307 36 1/2
Monday's Games
held Kentucky to 66 rushing
Detroit 7, Kansas City 3
yards. UK quarterback Shane
Baltimore 4, Minnesota 1
Monday's Games
Boyd was sacked twice, interAtlanta 3 Phiadelphia 1
Chicago White Sox 7, Texas 4
N.Y Yankees 7, Tampa Bay 4 1st game
Houston 11 Cincinnati 5
cepted twice and spent much of
Tampa Bay at N.Y Yankees. ppd . travel. 2nd
Chicago Cubs 9, Montreal 1
the game scrambling for safety
game
Milwaukee 9, Pittsburgh 5
as Louisville defenders blitzed
Cleveland 5, Seattle 0
San Diego 7, St
3
Tuesday's Games
Boston 8, Oakland 3
around and through Kentucky's
N V Meta (Glavine 9-111 at Florida
Tusedm's Games
line.
iA J Bumett 5-61 6 05 p m
Minnesota (Radke 10-7) at Baltimore iRiley 1By JOHN WRIGHT
adopt wrestling.
all levels) happening all the
Milwaukee
(Sheets
10-10)
at
Pittsburgh
3). 6'05 p.m.
Brooks knew the offensive
(Williams
0-1),
605
p.m
Tampa
Bay (Sosa 3-31 at N I Yankees (Lieber
He used experiences from the time," said Cowan.
Staff Writer
front could be a weakness this
Philadelphia (Padilla 5-7) at Atlanta (Jar Wright
10-8), 605 p.m
"Right now, we've also got year, but he still expected it to
When Calloway County middle school as evidence.
14-6), 835 pm
Kansas City (B.Anderson 3-11) at Detroit
Montreal(Km 3-5) at Chicago Cubs iClement
(Robertson 12-7), 6:05 p.m
Middle School developed a
"Since then, I've had a lot of no place to store the mat, so play better than that.
9-12), 705 p m
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 12-7) at Texas
wrestling club last winter, many teachers come to me and have we'd have to look at that. But, if
"We didn't play in this game
Cincinnati (P Wilson 9-5) at Houston fOswart
(Rogers 15-7), 7•05 p.m
of the participants were sur- told me what a difference it had the interest was there, we'd find like we had played last spring or
16-9). 7,05 pm
Toronto (Bush 3-3) at Anaheim i Colon 13-11).
San Francisco (Schmidt 15-6) at Colorado
9 05 p in
prised with what they were made to their students, just in a way to pay for it," he added,
in fall camp," he said. "Even
(Jam Wright 2.21 8 05 p m
Boston (Lowe 13-10) at Oakland (Redman 10entering.
their attitude toward school. noting that in a yearly KHSAA some of our more veteran lineSt Louis (Suppe° 14-61 at San Diego (Peavy
101, 905 p in
Their idea of "wrestling" was They looked forward to going," survey taken by students at the men were tentative. Instead of
11-4). 9 05 p m
Arizona (Webs 6-14) at Los Angeles (Norno 3much different than what they Walls said. "But I've been beginning of the year, around 35 stepping aggressively into the
11), 910 p in
were taught, where a variety of involved with wrestling for said they would like to have run blocks, they were standing
acrobatics, along with rather around 30 years (he wrestled wrestling at the school.
and catching and waiting, not
"You've got to be careful
boisterous bravado, are molded competitively at Caldwell
getting off cleanly on the snap
into a brand of entertainment County High School in with those numbers, though," count.
that has made the acronym Princeton in the 1980s), and I Cowan explained.
•The 1974 and 1994 Murray High School football teams will be hon"I'm talking about an across
"WWE" known world-wide.
can tell you it does make a dif"When we introduced volleyored Friday night before the Tigers' game with Massac County at 7 p.m.
the
board,
almost
a
systems
failat Stewart Stadium. A reception prior to kickoff wit be held, beginning at
What they learned was much ference.
ball here (three years ago), we
ure."
6 p.m.
less flashy, rewards strategy
"I had two nephews be able had 60 kids say they were interKentucky have an open date
more than brawn and rarely to go to college because of ested. We've got 30 right now,
•The Lady Racer basketball team will hold walk-on tryouts Oct. 16
includes insulting opponents.
wrestling. From what I've seen, which is still a good number. this week before playing Indiana
None of the 63 youngsters, it has given other students a rea- But you can see that, usually, it's on Sept. 18. Brooks is skeptical at 8 p.m. For more information, contact Coach Rob Cross at 762-6288.
going to be lower than the sur- about how much the Cats can
though, seemed to mind.
son to want to finish school."
improve up front between now
"They fell in love with it,"
Walls, who has two brothers vey says.
"Of course (he would like to and then.
said Dickie Walls, who helped coaching wrestling in Kentucky,
"Anything can be fixed. How
run the club last year and now also says the sport is among the see the numbers of participants
match the surveys). That would well it can be fixed is the queshopes the love the middle least expensive to operate.
schoolers felt spreads to the
He said, from figures he give us the opportunity to show tion," he said.
neighboring high schoetniptted; That the biggest the public and our school leadDuring a last month's expense would be for a 40 x 40- ers that, hey, we do have this
Calloway County Board of foot practice/match mat — interest here. And that's what
Education meeting, Walls testi- $6,000— that would be used for we're here for."
fied as to why CCHS should many years. On average, he said
More than likely, a program
become the 82nd of the annual costs would be $4,000 at CCHS would be introduced as
Kentucky High School Athletic year.
a club activity before being eleAssociation's 283 members to
Still, at a time budgets vated to a varsity sport that
statewide are tight, those are would be quite a different aniexpenses that could cause fur- mal from what is seen profesThe Is Wain In &abaft
DISH VIDEO-ON-DEMAND SERVICE
ther belt tightening within a sionally.
Web sand %WWI
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Calloway district that, while still
In this brand of wrestling,
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The lop Warns In
• SKIP i•-•
the Kentucky Associated Press high
COMMERCIALS
strong financially, has opted for combatants use head locks, takeschool football polls, with find-place
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first
property
tax
hike
in
eight
downs
and
escapes
to
score
votes, records, total points and previous
years to regain funds cut by the points that are totaled at the
rankings:
1*
state.
match's conclusion; a pin fall
Rank-School
FPV Red TP
Pre
would end it immediately.
"
I
don't
think
there
is
any
Newport CC
(4) 2-0 82
2
) 2-1 79
2 Danville
doubt that students would do
This is had when a wrestler's
(i) 2-0 78
3. Beechwood
well because of it, but I think shoulders are positioned flat on
4
3
4. Lou. Holy Cross
2-1 45
that would be a big price," said the mat for only a second; there
6
5. Campbellsville
3-0 39
S. Murray
9-0 34
Superintendent Steve Hoskins. is no three-count.
7. Pik/Mlle
1-1 30
5
"It is certainly something that
This style also requires pro8. Hancock Co
2-1 21
8
needs to be looked at, though.
tective headgear, mouthpieces
9. Harrodsburg
3-0 19
10. Maim% Co
2-0 13
"You look at the Title IX sit- and one-piece team uniforms.
Others receiving votes: Mayfield 12, Lynn
uation,
too. This is one sport Matches last six minutes, conCamp 8, Paintwas 7, Fraradort 6, Harlan 5.
where we could do very well sisting of two three-minute
BardedOwn 4, Somerset 4, Fort Knox 3, Lou.
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wrestling as an exempt activity
"The way that we would run
1
Etellry
(6) 2-0 76
But
you've
also
from
that
law).
it,
you
would
be
competing
dur3 Breathitt Co.
(1) 3-0 72
4
4. Trigg Co.
3
3-0 60
got to have certified personnel ing the week to be one of the 14
7
5 Russell
2-0 44
for matches, and you're wrestling in the match. So,
there
5
2-1
32
6 Corbin
Digital Home Advantage with DISH Player-DVR.
looking at going to places like you're always competing; it
9
2.025
7 Lou Western
6
2-1 16
8. Lloyd Memorial
Union County, Henderson isn't subject to politics," Walls
It's easy and simple.
10
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9, Fort Campbell
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Campbell, said."
County,
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10. Owensboro Calh.
Hopkinsville ... those are long
As the state numbers suggest,
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Pay a $49.99 Activation Fee and get a $49.99 credit on your first bill,
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wrestling is still waiting to catch
making your activation free.
7, Morgan Co 8, West Carter 6, Reidlend 3,
The board, though, does not fire in Kentucky, though around
Heeth 3, Henry Co 3, Middlesboro 2,
determine if a team is formed. 4,000 fans routinely attend the
Wayne Co 2
0 No equipment to buy
The formation part, along with' final session of the state tourna34
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Making it

Vijay Singh holds up his trophy after he won the final
round of the Deutsche Bank Championship in Norton,
Mass., Monday. Singh won a head-to-head matchup with
Tiger Woods to end Woods' record reign atop golf's ultimate leaderboard. Singh shot a 69 to beat Woods and
Adam Scott by three strokes clinching the No. 1 ranking
in the world with his sixth victory of the year. Woods had
been first for more than five years, a record 264 consecutive weeks.

•`Singh'ing a different tune

Vijay vaults to No. 1,
Woods falls by three
NORTON, Mass.(AP) — As
the son of an airplane technician
in Fiji, as a teaching pro in
Borneo, even as a plodding
player on the PGA Tour early in
his career, Vijay Singh could
only guess what he could
accomplish as a golfer.
"I never thought I would be
sitting here, the best player in
the world right now," Singh said
after winning the Deutsche
Bank Championship on Monday
to clinch the No. 1 spot in the
world rankings that Tiger Woods
had held for a record 264 consecutive weeks.
"It feels great. All of the hard
work and all that I've come
through, all of the people that
have helped me — I'd like to
thank them. Obviously, it's been
a journey and something that
cannot be forgotten."
Singh shot 69 to beat Woods
and defending champion Adam
Scott by three strokes, birdieing
three of the last four holes to
earn $900,000 and pad his lead
atop golf's money list. It was
Singh's sixth victory of the year
— four more than the tour's next
biggest winner, and enough to
convince the computers that
crunch the numbers what many
have known for months.
"Finally it's turned into my
favor," Singh said. "I finally
achieved what I wanted to do,
starting at the beginning of the
year."
Woods had been No. 1 since
Aug. 15,, 1999. under the rankings that consider performance

over the past two years, factoring in the strength of field.
Singh had winnowed Woods'
lead to 12.09-11.91 heading into
the Deutsche Bank, needing
only to finish ahead of Woods to
pass him.
Woods' second place was his
eighth top 10finish in his last 10
tournaments, and his sixth in the
top five. But the new numbers
released Monday night had
Singh at 12.72 points to Woods'
12.27, ending Woods' five-year
reign atop golf's ultimate
leaderboard.
"That's not too bad, is it? I've
had a good run," Woods said.
"I'm not disappointed about the
ranking; I'm disappointed in not
winning. ... Winning takes care
of the ranking."
Singh and Woods were tied at
13 under after Singh bogeyed
the 13th hole, but Woods
bogeyed the next one and Singh
birdied No. 15 to pull ahead by
two strokes. The 41-year-old
Fijian added birdies on the final
two holes at the par-7I, 7,415
TPC of Boston to finish 16
under, three ahead of Woods and
Scott.
"It was a golf tournament to
me. It wasn't about the ranking,"
said Singh, who has won the last
nine times he took a lead into the
final round. "It wasn't about
going out there and trying to
beat Tiger and beat the No. 1
player. I was out there trying to
win the golf tournament and that
was my goal starting out today.

r
mes photo
Murray High School offensive and defensive lineman Cory Zlrbel prepares to tape his fingers prior to practice
recently in the Tigers'fieldhouse. Zirbel has 37 offers from various Division I schools, but has narrowed his choice
down to three.

At 6-foot-7 and over 300 pounds,
Cory Zirbel is making a big-time
impression on some big-time schools
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
hen
opportunity
knocks, life says to
answer the door.
But in the case of
Cory Zirbel, it's hard to believe
that he'll just answer the door.
With one foot already
nudged comfortably inside, it
seems more likely that the 6foot-6 and 305 pound Murray
High School senior will run
roughshod through the wood,
making toothpicks out of solid
cedar.
The offensive lineman for
the Tiger football team is entertaining 37 scholarship offers
from Division I schools across
the country that include top-25
programs such as Ohio State,
Southern
California
and
Louisiana State.
The summer has been a
whirlwind for Zirbel, who has
traveled up and down the college circuit partaking in summer camps as far south as
Miami (Fla.) and as north as
Michigan.
Coincidentally, Zirbel has
since narrowed his choices
down to those two schools,
with a greater emphasis on
playing for the Wolverines, at
this point. He's also now considering Oklahoma after a
recent visit.
With the help of head coach

Rick Fisher, who made countless highlight tapes for recruiting coordinators and head
coaches, Zirbel's home phone
has become AT&T central.
"He pretty much kicked it
all off for me," Zirbel said of
Fisher. "Coming out of my junior season, I wasn't very well
known around the state, much
less around the country. Coach
Fisher made a lot of films and
sent them out to some schools.
That got things going."
Fisher spoke highly of
Zirbel, adding that the senior
has put himself into this position because of his hard work
and dedication. Now, he has the
chance to reap the benefits.
"He's one of my favorite
kids in a long time, and I'm
glad he's getting the chance to
do this," Fisher said.
Fisher has put some 23 kids
in college during his long
tenure as head coach at Murray
High. Not since Chris Chaney
in the late 1990s has one player
garnered as much attention as
Zirbel is receiving.
"We've had more people in
our school this past spring than
we ever have had for an individual since I've been here,"
Fisher said. "We had all these
people come into our school to
see him, and we are taking that

•See ZIRBEL Page 13

With a 6-foot-7 frame, Cory Zirbel has made a big
Impression on his team, the state and the country as he
has an offer from almost every Top 25 college football
program.

Padres end Cardinals' winrung streak

• °to
St. Louis Cardinals second baseman Tony Womack prepares to fire a throw to first as San Diego Padres' Sean
Burroughs tries to break up a double play attempt in the
first inning Monday In San Diego.

""Nicipromnp.v.-p-r-r

SAN DIEGO (AP) — The San Diego
Padres kept alive their slim playoff hopes
with a rare win against baseball's best team.
Ryan Klesko singled in the go-ahead run
with none out in the eighth inning and the
Padres beat St. Louis 7-3 Monday night,
ending the Cardinals' nine-game winning
streak.
"We know we can beat anybody when
we're playing well," Klesko said. "We've
just got to get back to playing like we were
tonight."
The Padres won for just the second time
in seven games, a stretch that included three
losses at St. Louis last week. San Diego
remained 2 1/2 garnes behind the Chicago
Cubs in the tight wild-card race, with San
Francisco and Houston also ahead of the
Padres.
The Padres are trying for their first postseason berth since 1998, when they made it
to the World Series before being swept by

the New York Yankees. They beat the
Cardinals for just the seventh time in 40
games since the start of the 1999 season.
With the score tied at 3 and the bases
loaded in the eighth, Klesko hit a chopper
over the head of first baseman Albert Pujols
to score Ramon Vazquez, who started for the
second straight game in place of injured second baseman Mark Loretta.
The Padres quickly blew it open against
reliever Cal Eldred. Khalil Greene followed
with a sacrifice fly, Terrence Long had a
pinch-hit RBI single and another run scored
on the play on a throwing error by Pujols.
"We can't afford to have the Cardinals
come in and sweep us,- Klesko said. "We
need to get our confidence back. This is a
big boost to go out there and beat a team that
swept the Dodgers, and us before that."
"We've got to go out and do it again
tomorrow, and the next day and the next
day."

Vazquez started the winning 'rally with
his third hit, a leadoff single to left off
Eldred (3-1), who relieved Chris Carpenter
to start the inning. Brian Giles singled to
center, and both runners advanced on a wild
pitch to Phil Nevin, who walked to load the
bases.
Reliever Scott Linebrink (7-1) pitched 1
1-3 innings for the win.
Trevor Hoffman came on in the ninth
with runners on first and third and none out
but retired the side to record his 35th save in
39 opportunities.
Giles hit a two-run double off Carpenter
to highlight the three-run fifth and give the
Padres a 3-2 lead.
All three runs were unearned after third
baseman Scott Rolen's two-base throwing
error on Ramon Hernandez's one-out
grounder. Hernandez took third on a wild
pitch and, after Sean Burroughs was hit by a
pitch, scored on Vazquez's single to right.

